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troops for the legation guard are re
quired at present, however. By noon
today it became evident that mutin
ous Chinese soldiers were
causiit
trouble along the line of the raiiroad
betwen the capital and this city. Th
morning train which left Peking at
8: SO o'clock had not yet reached Feng
Tai (22 miles) at 11:30 o'clock and
English officers with a detachment ot
Somerset lnrantry were sent in a
STORES ARE LOOTED AND BUILD-ING- light locomtlve to ascertain the
whereabouts of the train and if nec
SET ON FIRE BY ROBescort it on its way.
essary
BER BANDS.
The telegraph lines toward the cap
ital are badly crippled. Railway men
YUAN HAS LOST ALL CONTROL believe Fong Tai was looted during
the night. All train service toward
Peking has been suspended. A train
THE MANCHU TROOPS ARE THE from
Peking has arrived here tv.o
ONLY MEMBERS OF THE ARMY
hours behind schedule time. No Eu
WHO ARE LOYAL.
ropean pHSFPTiiers were on board.
Another train which left Peking last
nlebl returned there after proceeding
MANY CIVILIANS ARE KILLED a short distance becauzo of
firing be
ing heard near the line.
NO ESTIMATE
OF THE LOSS OF
BEEN
HAS
LIFE
MADE, IT
!

PEKING IN PANIC

FRIDAY,

NO INTERVENTION LAFOLLETTE

MARCH

1,

WILL ROOSEVELT

LAYS

CAMPAIGN

AMUCK

STIMSON

RACE

PLANS

HONDURAS

IS STATED.
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CITY

SENATOR
SAYS
NOT WISCONSIN
IS
STILL WORKING FOR
INTERFERENCE
NOMINATION.
WITH MEXICO
OF WAR

DOES

HE GATHERS TOGETHER
OF PARTY LEADERS
YORK

OVER

one-thir-

MILLION

MEN CEASE TO

d

WORK
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NEGRO ACCUSED OF KILLING
FolAlbuquerque, N. M., March 1
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE NAMED lowing an Inquest, held by Justice

IS IMPROVED FIGHTING THE PEOPLE'S FIGHT

DUT ONE MINE IS ACTIVE
of the Peace George R. Craig yester
day the coroner's jury drawn to invesTHAT 18 LOCATED IN NORTHERN
MADERO GOVERNMENT REPORTS DECLARES HE IS IN THE FIELD SENATOR DIXON OF MONTANA tigate '.:.d killing of Ira Carr,
colored,
WORKING
FOR
WALES AND WILL CL08E
BEEN
HAS
INDUCED TO TAKE
DEFINITE
on Wednesday evening, brought in a
THAT IT HOPES TO RESTORE
verdict
PRINCIPLES.
THE CHAIRMANSHIP
DOWN TOMORROW.
charging Samuel Lyle, also
ORDER SOON
colored, with the murder. Lyle will
be given a preliminary hearing someSOUTH WALES DANGER SPOT
ADMINISTRATIVE
DODY time today.
TROOPS ARE STILL IN JUAREZ HIS HEALTH IS NOT IMPAIRED AN
THE CONDITION

MOVE HE ASSERTS HE IS IN GOOD CON
DITION TO PUT UP A GAME
TOWARD
THE OCCUPATION
CONTEST.
OF THE INTERIOR

REBELS

HAVE MADE NO
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With Safety

V

seven
Madison, Wis., Mar.
i shall con
Peking, Mar. I. At half
IS CAPTURED Washington, March . Chairman tinue
in the contest as a candidate for
o'clock tonight desultory shooting
Sulzer of the house foreign affairs
pri(Kiples and for a def
again began in the city. It is believed
committee after a talk with President
inite program fef legislation which,
Yuan Shi Kai has lost control. None
state
officials
of
and
Taft
the
departonce enacted fnfo law, will break the
ot the troops except the Manchus are REVOLUTIONARY GENERAL VAL ment
today, said he was apposed to j hold
STARTS
TROUBLE
LADARES
of privilege on the industrial life
to be depended on and they evidently
intervention in Mexico. After the
WITH Ai FEW TROOPS.
of the people and free them from the
care only to defend the imperial and
cabinet meeting Secretary
of War
burden imposed by thousands of milforbidden cities.
Imhad
declared
there
Stlmson
been
1.
Mar.
Tegucigalpa, Honduras,
lions of fictitious capitalization."
Throughout the day looting of Jose
Maria Valladares, a Hondurnn provement.
This is the gist of a statement unstores and residences has Deen going
State edpartment advices today debelonging to Amapala,
revolutionary
der his own signature, addressed to
on in various parts of tne city and
the San Salvador clared President Madero considers a
there have been several skirmishes yesterday crossed
"Progressives" and made public today
with sixty men great improvement is evident in .he
frontier
into
Honduras
between the loyal troops and the mutby Senator Robert M. LaFollette. The
situation in Morelos and other points
and captured the border town of
letter is an appeal tor delegates and
ineers in the outskirts, 'lhe majority
in the south and soon hopes to reThere were only five
leaves no room for doubt Dut that he
of the mutineers, however, had left
soldiers in Aramecina when the store order in the iAguna district. will
the central district before morning.
stay in the contest to the end.
revolutionaries appeared. The Hon- - Favorable reports have come from Ve- - Mr. LaFollette reiterates that he will
Ten looters, captured in the act of
duran government io rushing troops lardena, Salina Cruz, and San Luis
carrying off property, were executed to the scene and expects to suppress Potosi. All Americans in those dis- not halt or turn aside to find the
easy way, and that tie is steadfastly
on the spot by loyal soldiers, several
trict are reported safe. Yesterday a refusing to make combinations. He
the outbreak in a few days.
regiments of whom are patrolling the
will
Mexican steamer arrived at Acapuko also indicated that after a brief rest
It is probable that Valladares
streets. The incendiary fires which
as he has only a small with refugees from the south of Mex- he would "be back on the firing-- line,"
were started last nil hi have all been be captured
a political ico, reporting- conditions there
as
following: and Is
directing his own campaign. He dextinguished or have died out. The outlaw in both Sanvirtually
Salvador and Hon critical.
Hi
nies that his health is broken.
loss is estimated approximately at duras. Several
leading men here have
$15,000,000.
arrested. They had in their pos
Quiet in Juarez
The number ot casualties that have Been
LaFolletty. ,Name Cheered.
session what are alleged to be comEl
Tex., March 1. The situa
Paso,
occurred among the civilians and the
Chicago, Mar. 1 . Adaressing a prodocuments.
tions cross the border was featurehere today Glfford
soldiers is not known, but it is be- promising
had been received that Gen- less this forenoon. The work trains gressive meeting chief
Reports
forrester, deof
life
has been
lieved that the loss
Pinchot,
formerly
eral Jose Maria Valladares, who for sceheduled to reepair bridges on the clared the
of the progresleadership
heavy. The outbreak was a most
merly was commandant of Amapala Mexican Central so that troops trains sives had passed from Senator LaFolcomplete surprise boin to the govern- and
recently was imprisoned in Te- might move south had not started, al- lette to Theodore Roosevelt, and
ment and to the foreign legations and
in connection with a revolu- though it was stated that
of the Wisconsin
preparations asked the
there is some apprehension of : rec- gucigalpa
was preparing another were continued. Durins the night senator tosupporters Roosevelt moveplot,
tionary
the
join
rudescence of the disorders tonight.
raid, but it was expected he would
were rumors that Colonel
ment.
The smoldering fires in many dis- cross the frontier at some other noint. there
a federal dethe
head
of
at
The mention of LaFollettes name
are
tricts of the city
tonight being
tainment was approaching Juarez, brought prolonged cheering from the
raked over by throngs of poor. No
but tl.ey failed of confirmation.
audience, many of wnom were LaFolfresh fires have occurred but there MILL OWNERS EXPECTED
lette partisans. After the cheering,
reIn
some
further
has been
looting
, Forty Killed Near Jimulco
Pinchot said he was sorry that the
mote quarters of the city. Some dee
Mexico City, March 1. Forty
ALL
DEMANDS
of public speaking prohibited
TO
GRANT
ethics
turbaned
old
tachments of the
style
were killed and 60 wounded him from joining in the applause.
an3
here
been
have
brought
troops
iolny ii a batle with the government
It Is reliably reported that Yuan Shi
SHOPMEN LAID OFF
BIG LAWRENCE ESTABLISHtroops near Jimulco, in the state of
Kai is bringing back also the Manehu ONE
AN
a
from
INCREASE
to
la., March 1. An order
MENTS
Coahuila,
OFFERS
Davenport,
report
according
troops who were ousted recently beto apply to every shop
is
said
which
of
CENT
the
the commander
OF FIVE PER
government
cause it was believed they were a
of 100 federals along the Rock Island system went
detachment
troops.
dangerous element.
1.
The and rural guards recaptured San Juan into effect here today when 50 per
Lawrence, Mas., March
Yuan Shi Kai, It is alleged, has
Ar G.iadalupe, which was held by the cent of the employees in th local re- in
of
the
notices
today
been endeavoring to retain the sup- posting
e
Worsted
rebeles.
and
mills,
Cotton
lair shops were laid off.
lington
port of the soldiers here by permit-tni- which
5,500 hands, announcemploys
as
do
to
they
his bodyguard
ing a wage increase of at least five
EASTERN MAIL ARRIVES
pleased but only a small body of men
deleper cent to take effect next Monday,
The
him.
to
Trains No. 1 and No. 7, due in Las
now remain loyal
was regarded as an important stepj Vegas
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
yesterday afternoon but schedgates from Nanking escaped yester-- the
of
settlement
the
toward
speedy
uled for some time during the night,
day from tie burning residences
involves arrived in the Meadow
this
City
where they were guests of the city. great textile strike, which
20,000 persons.
in
hotel
a
nearly
3
Washington, March 1. Senate: In
at
now
oclock.
These
at
about
are
staying
moming
They
was general in i,aw-- .
2 p. m.
The
session
feeling
n
we8tbound
firgt thr
the legation quarter.
- it,
1,
...ill wmj
and surgical instrument
Cutlery
five
for
to
Las
reach
The stdeets have been thronged all rence mat many oi u.e ul..c1
Vegas
tra,n8
to finance
here would make similar concessions days The tw 8ections of the Call manufacturers protested
day but all shops are closed. Lines
mills
to
The
oneratives.
house
committee
tariff
Arlington
steel
valuables
against
to
in
came
continue
this
fornia Limited
bring
of carts
morning
into the legation quarters. Space be- are not connected with he American about five hours behind time and a bill.
Woolen company. A scarcity of strik- Raymond-Whdtcoml- b
Railroad attorneys gave their views
special, running
ing limite-- in the legation quarter,
ers doing picket duty was apparent on the time of a third section of the to interstate commerce committee on
of
class
better
of
the
a
few
only
timo
Chinese aVe permitted to take refuge during the hours preceding the
limited passed through here about proposed bills of lading reforms.
There
work.
for
appeared
Senator Hitchcock, speaking on his
beginning
ate
noon.
there. Many Christians, however,
Train No. 9, due in Las Vegas
numfcarbored in the mission compounds. to be a slight increase in the
last night, did not arrive here until resolution regarding Colombia, said
The trains departing for Tien Tsin ber of people entering the various about 1 o'clock this afternoon. No. the secession of Panama from Colom
mills.
are crowded with fugitives.
9 was behind a wreck east of La Jun-ta- . bia was a conspiracy approved by the
A party of children who have workThe number of killed during hut
The
engine of train No. 12, X'nited State".
ed in the millB and who had been re- Denver
American Banking association rep
uifder
is
disturbance
probably
bound, jumped the track and
nijrht'i
100.
The object of the rioters evi- quested to appear before a congrrs a delay of several hours was caused. reseatatives and others urged enact
in Washington to
will arrive in Las Ve- ment of the Smith agricultural ejften
dently was loot and not slaughter, and sional commitee
Today! No.
left
this
city at 7:11 a. m. gas about five hours late, No. t, one sion bill before agricultural commit
the continued firing apparently was morrow,
included
The delegation
today.
designed to intimidate the people.
hour late and No. 9 is reported on tee.
Counsel Hanecy filed with Larimer
only 13 minors, four of whom were time. All trains from the south last
a brief contending the sen
committee
girls.
Another Mutiny
carried
No.
8,
on
time.
were
night
The executive committee of the in- a
ate
is
again to pass up
Tien Tsin, March 1. The Chinese
incompetent
mail
large amount of the delayed
troops at Feng Tai, a village twenty-tw- dustrial Workers of the World, which from the east sent over the Belen cut- on the title of Senator Lorimer's seat
an hour today votHouse: Met at noon.
miles out from
Peking, on was in session for
off, and the limited this morning and
the Peking-TieAgricultural appropriation bill con
Tsin railroad, mut- ed to recommend that the strikers re- No. 9 at non both carried heavy eastinied shortly after midnight this fuse an advance of five per cent. Mass ern mails. Today has been a busy sideration resumed.
to
Representatives of land companies
morning. There was much heavy fir- meetings probably will be called
one for the Las Vegas postofflce officonsider
were heard in Florida everglade Indevelopments.
ing in the native quarter. The for
cials.
vestigation.
eign community, composed entirely of
LEADERS MUST APPEAR
SLOAN U. S. JUDGE
Representative Clark, Florida, fail
railway employes and their families,
F.
New York, March 1 Patrick
retired to the British military post
Washington, March 1. The presi- ed in an effort' to abolish office of
near by, where 150 soldiers of the Farrell and Frank C. Webb, union la- dent today sent to the senate the solicitor of agricultural department
Somerset infantry are stationed to bor leaders, indicted at Indianapolis nomination of Richard Sloan to be by striking salary from agricultural
in connection with the alleged dyna- United States district judge for Ari appropriation bill.
guard the railway.
declare mite conspiracy, will have to appear zona. Mr. Sloan was territorial govRepresentative Stephens Introduc
Dispatches from Peking
office to ed a bill to safeguard the right of
The
that the situation there is very se- in court March 12. This was decided ernor of Arizona.
which he is appointed is a new one.
rious. No reinforcements of foreign here today.
employes of joint labor unions.
o

He Who Would Rather
be Silent Can Speak

a slight fall of snow is recorded in
the mountains.
A
The weather bureau records show
that the total precipitation
for
the first two months of the year was
about
the usual downfall
The normal rainfall for January is
4.90 and for February 3.60. The total
this year for January was 2.47, and
for February .41. Damage to crops
has not been extensive as yet and
BUNCH it is believed the present storm will MINERS' STRIKE IN ENGLAND HAS
avert serious loss.
NEW
SPREAD TO ALL PARTS OF
THE COUNTRY.
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MAHMOUT TO WRESTLE
MEN IN THAT LOCALITY AflE DE
Chicago, March 1. YusifT Mahmout
TERMINED AND HAVE ONLY
and Jess Pederson will wrestle here
SMALL FUNDS.
THIS DEPARTMENT
tonight. Mayor Harrison has order
ed that police be at the matslde to
1.
New
March
Indon, Mar. 1. With the excepTheodore stop the contest In case it appears
York,
Roosevelt . came in from Oyster Bay prearranged, as the mayor believes tion of a few small collieries situated
other big matches here have been. in isolated districts, all the coal mines
today to his offices for further conferences with the political leaders en- Frank Gotch has promised to wrestle of the country are idle this morning.
who defeats Mahmout and In some of those places where work
gaged in furthering plans for his anyone
Pederson
says he will hold the cham- is still going on, notably in WarwickThe
an
presidential nomination.
to
his
pion
shire, where 10,000 men are employed,
promise.
nouncement of the selection of an exethe miners will join the strikers toUnited
committee
TRUMAN

H.

NEWBERRY

OF DETROIT WILL HAVE CHARGE OF

States
with
cutive
Senator Joseph M. Dixon, of Montana, as chairman, was expected today to be followed by the announcement of the names of an administrative committee to be formed with
Truman H. Newberry, of Detroit, former secretary of the navy, as chairman.
Alexander H. Revell, of Chicago,
chairman of the national Roosevelt
commitee, says that Senator Dixon is
to have sole charge of the political
matters of the campaign while Mr.
administrative
Newiberry and the
committee will look after the busi
ness and financial end. Senator Dixat
on will make his headquarters
Washington where it is said a general
Roosevelt committee will be formed
next week.
Johnson Is at Work
Chicago, March 1. Governor Hiram
W. Johnson of California and Gifford
Pinchot, formerly chief forester, were
scheduled to address an insurgent
The gathering
meeting here today.
was to be held at a down, town hotel
and a general invitation to all was
extended.
They were expected to say something about the candidacy of Theodore Roosevelt They also were scheduled to Indorse insurgent candidates
for state offices.
BROKEN

LONG DROUTH

San Francisco, March 1. The longest winter drought known in California in the last ten years was ended
today by a rainstorm which swung
Into the southern end of the state
from the southwest shortly before day
break and worked steadily north. It
is due in the central portion of the
state late today, according to Professor Alexander G. McAdie, in charge
of the United States weather bureau
here, and will bring relief to the valleys of northern California before tomorrow night. The storm crossed to
southern Nevada and a slight fall of
snow is recorded in the mountains.
The weather bureau records show
that the total precipitation for the
first two months of the year was about
The
one-thithe usual downfall.
storm crossed to southern Nevada and
rd

STANDARD

DISODEYED

THE COURT'S ORDER
CREATED A FICTITIOUS COMPANY
TO TAKE PLACE OF SUBSIDIARY CONCERN
St. Louis, March 1. Charles M.
Adams, former secretary of the Waters-Pierce
Oil company, testifying at
the oil hearing before Special Com
missloner McDonald today declared

the Waters-Pierc-e
company had been
succeed in Texas by the Pieroe-Fo- r
But so far as
dyce Oil association.
he was aware the method of carrying
on the business had not been chang
ed since Waters-Piercdominated the
situation.
Oil company was
The Waters-Pierc- e
ousted from Texas on the ground
that it had violated the anti-trus- t
laws.
It was succeeded by the
Oil association which
bought the property of the Waters-Pierc- e
at a foreclosure sale;
Adams' disclosure that the Waters-Pierc- e
and Pierce-Fordyc-e
corporations were virtually one, was brought
out under
by Daniel
N. Kirby, one of the attorneys for the
Standard Oil company which Is seeking to get control of the Waters-PiercPierce-Fordyc-

e

n

Adams said J. O. Stewart, secretary
e
association was
drawing salary as an employe of the
Waters-Pierc- e
company and that part
of the business of the Texas concern
was transacted at the Waters-Pierc- e
offices in St. Louis. So far as Ad
ams knew the Texas company did not
pay rent for the use of the Waters
Pierce offices.
The present inquiry touches the
question of whether there had been
a severance of Standard Oil and its
subsidiaries in accordance with the
recent dissolution decree order of the
supreme court of the United States,
That the stock of the Standard Oil
company of Indiana is to be increased from $1,000,000 to $30,000,000 at
the annual stockholders' meeting to
be held soon at Whiting, Indiana, was
disclosed in the testimony of Adams.
of teh

Pierce-Fordyc-

WENDOVER, UTAH, LAYS CLAIM TO
YNN FIGHT
THE BIG JOHNSON-FL

Salt Lake City, March 1. Jim Flynn and Jack Johnson will
bout for the heavyweight championship of
meet in a twenty-rounthe world at or near Wendover, Utah, on July 24. This is the bud- stance of an announcement made this morning by local persons
who are financially interested in the venture with Promoter Jack
Curley.
The statement was made after the Information was received
here yesterday from Carson City, Nevada, that the legislature of that
state did not take up before its adjournment yesterday the pro- posed repeal of the law permitting championship boxing matches in
d

Nevada.

The local business men interested in the promotion of me fight
will hold a meeting at the Hotel Utah tomorrow night It is under- stood that the arena will be erected just across the Nevada line
within a few rods from the Wendover, Utah, depot "Jack" Curley,
who now is in Chicago, will return to this city within the next ten
days to arrange for the details connected with the fight.

morrow.
The only mine in the country where
the men have decided to remain at
work is a little one in northern Wales
and here the mining is carried on
under police protection. An official
return Issued this morning estimates
the number of strikers who already
have laid down their tools as 1,049,407.
In most of the districts the men
are taking advantage of the strike to
enjoy a holiday and no trouble is anticipated. The greatest danger spot Ik
in South Wales, wnere the most determined spirit prevaJW
nd where
the union funds are enry sufficient to
provide strike pay to the men for a
short time. The railways throughout
Wales Issued notices today that their
train service would be curtailed and
Other railways in Great Britain will
follow this example tomorrow.
The miners' federation resumed its
conference this morning and one of
the members expressed the opinion
that the negotiations with the owners
would be successfully terminated in
the course of next week. Public opinion generally endorses the government's decision to pass a minimum
wage bill unless the remainder of the
owners agree to that principle, which
has already been consented to by
sixty per cent of the employes.
Premier Asqulth today Invited the
miners' executive committee to meet
the coal owners, but the men declined, saying they had nothing to discuss. They had, they said, placed:
their schedule of minimum rates on
the table and they would maintain
that position until otherwise instructed by the miners.
French Miners to Strike
Paris, March 1. The French
of Miners today telegraphed
to the British miners congratulations
on the coal strike, adding: "In a few
days the French miners will strike.'"
Fed-erati-

MYSTERIOUS MAN IN
MRS. CUDAHY'S

HOME

MASKED STRANGER CHASED
VORCED WIFE OF PACKER
HOUSE.

Pasadena, Calif., afar.

1.

DI-

The police

are searching today for a masked man
who entered the home of Mrs. Jack
Cudahy, divorced wire of the son ot
the late Chicago millionaire packer.
and who escaped after pursuing her
from her own residence almost into
that of a neighbor.
Mrs. Cudahy told the officers today
that the intruder entered her home,
rushed past her worarn companion and
seized her. Mrs. Cudahy who Is ath
letic struggled toward her front door
and finally managed to open it and
ran into the yard. The man followed
her close to the next house, where
she ran screamin ; for help.
Persons who went to her aid saw
a man jump over a back fence. Ant
overcoat from which the names of the
maker and owner had been cut was
found lying on v; ash barrel in the
rear of the house.
,
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street store cornering on Broadway
chorus. Nine out of every ten chorus
made a like report.
Twenty-thirgirls smoke. Why shouldn't they? I
street stores dropped this figure by
read once where a woman doctor said
fifty. At Herald Square two hundred
smoking was beneficial to a woman's
a day was reported.
Forty-secon- d
nerves that it wouldn t do her a bit
Skin of harm unless she smoked too much.
street dropped a bit.
As far as public opinion is concerned,
Along Fifth Avenue.
One of the heaviest sales centers exthat is the least of the reasons why
tends along Fifth avenue from Thirty- women shouldn't smoke.
The nonthird street to Fortyninth street.
smoking women don't understand it
These stores sell to the women of the
at all. Some of them who do the
CIGARETTE HABIT IS GROWING "400," who buy boxes of 50, 100 and
most talking would, if they ever tried
even 500 at a time. Another heavy
AMONG THE DAMES OF THE
smoking, change their minds. It's nosales center Is in the neighborhood
body's business but the woman's. If
CITY OF NEW YORK.
of Amsterdam avenue and Eighty-firs- t
ehe wants to smoke it's her privilege.
street. One store in that vicinity sells
It isn't half as injurious aB drinking
New York, Mar. I. A year ago the to
"Just at Human as Men."
nearly 300 women daily.
sales manager of a cigarette manuNellie McCoy, the clever dancer of
East, west north and south of the
facturing concern declared that bo "belt'' the daily calls by women for
"The Enchantress, was equally outless than 95,000 women of this city cigarettes vary. Second and Third
spoken.
were smokers, and that if each woman avenue stores average from two to
"Actually," she said, why .j smoksmoker consumed but one cigarette twenty calls a day. Park Row shows
ing any less respectable for women
a day the total for one year would an average of ten calls and lower
than for men? There are lots of men
be 34,675,000.
who will buy a drink for their wives,
Broadway maintains the same. Sixth
A man who for thirty years has avenue in
spots through the "Tenderlbut who would have a fit if they saw
been identified with the retail to- oin" makes
with
sales,
them smoking. Why? Is smoking so
big dally
bacco trade in New York was asked Seventh avenue in a few spots not far
much worse than drinking? Of course,
by a reporter if these figures wore behind. Eighth avenue averages vary
to any one brought up with the idea
exaggerated.
from five to fifteen calls a day. Upper
that for a woman to acquire any of
"Exaggerated" the man exclaimed
Harlem will average perhaps the A lifetime of disfigurement and the habits to which men are addicted
"rather thev are an underestimate. same.
to do anything, in fact, beyond eat
suffering often results from the
There are between 2,000,000 and 3,
The buying of cigarettes according
and drinking and doing housework
ing
in infancy or childhood,
New York to the proprietors,
000,000 women in
managers and neglect,
and
sleeping is virtually a srn, the
skin affections. In the
Judging partly from observation, but clerks of the stores visited, is not re- of simple
of a woman smoking gives to
sight
largely from what I know of sales in stricted to any one class of women. prevention and treatment of minor such people a Jolt they can't get over.
the retail stores, from '100,000 to Through the down town business dis eruptions and in the promotion of But the day of all that foolishness is
125,000 women in this city smoke; trict a large proportion of feminine
permanent skin and hair health, fading away. Women are just as
and 75 per cent of them live in Man buyers apparently are stenographers Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Oint- human as men."
hattan.
and other office workers. Fifth aveA pretty young stenographer who
are absolutely unrivaled.
ment
"Of course, that doesn't imply that nue, naturally, is the purchasing cenwant her name used, said:
didn't
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold
with
eacfc and every one of these women ter for the wealthier class of smokthat some senographers
know
"I
tnrougbuut the world, a liberal sample of each,
e
on,
booklet on tho skin, will be sent
smoke as a habit; some of them may ers. To the stores in the Tenderloin application
to "Cuticura," Dept. E. Boston.
smoke, but many of them wore taught
not smoke oftener than once or twice come many chorus girls and other
tn do so hv tneir employers. They
are taken out to lunch, to the theater,
a month, and then only for sociability women of the stage. Elsewhere the
or i!ir fun of it; but my figures are pal ron esses represent both the poor of my set smoke, but I cannot speak to private parties and are coaxed to
and the middle classes, the women for all. I thing at least one woman light up a cigarette and "be a sport.
fairly near the mark."
bearing in a surprisingly large num- in every ten smokes, at least occa Then, too, we sit all day pickled in
Store
Figures.
Cigar
of cases all the marks of respect sionally.
the smoke from our employers' cigars
The reporter started out to inves- ber
on
ability.
course
the
where
"Of
and
e
Continent,
cigarettes, anu, seeing them enjoy
fifty-oncigar
tigate. He visited
Without exception the tobacco it is not considered unusual for women smoklne- so much, we try it. I've
stores in Manhattan, seven in Brooktradesmen stated that their fair cus to smoke, even in public, figures do never smoked much, but I Iwe a cig
lyn and three in the Bronx. He found
tomers made their purchases In a mat- not startle the
the way arette now and then, and while I can't
that sales to women in some stores ter
no
course
of
or
little
I
way,
in
this
do
showing
country.
predict say that I'm crazy over smoking, 1
they
amounted to as high as 200 a day; in
A
few
preblushingly
that within the next five years women, frequently do it to be sociable an
others not more than two or three perturbation.
in- will be allowed to smoke
were
tended
their
that
purchases
.here and because I'm rather expected to."
a day. There was only one store
or brother, but when they please, except in places
Dr. Charles G. Pease of No. 101
where the average sales were less tended for husband
the
asked
their
for
majority
is
simply
because
where
street, organizer
West Seventy-seconprohibited
smoking
than two a day; that store was in
favorite brand, paid the price and de-- of fire danger.
Protective
the
league
of
avenue.
Fifth
Brooklyn,
ex"On the Continent royalty smokes
and perhaps the most frequently quot
There are approximately 10,000 re parted without offering excuse or
in New York, said.
has smoked for years. I could men- ed
tail cigar and tobacco stores in planation.
The average price that the women tion several queens who smoke. This
"I have been informed that cigarette
Oreater New York. Allowing these
ir cigarettes is from ten country has been unaccustomed to it smoking has been increasing anion
the lowest average of two sales a day W for
to women, 20,000 women a day in this to fifteen cents a pack. The poorer until lately. More and more people women, and I cannot but condemn it
classes call for the flvecent packs, are going abroad each year and are In the strongest possible terms. Recity buv tobacco in some form; 85
wealthy classes buy at the rate returning with more broadened ideas. cently a trained nurse, dining in a
of
cent
them
buy cigarettes.
per
from
$1.75 a hundred up, but the The middle class has taken up Euro fashionable hotel in this city, observed
'of
Assuming that the average woman
woman buyer pays either ten pean travel, and this middle class. fiv debutantes, all under twenty
makes her purchases once a week, average
or fifteen cents for cigarettes made which has been so violently opposed years of age, smoking cigarettes. She
these figures indicate that approxiwith Turkish or Egyptian tobacco,
to women smoking in the past, iB had just come from the case of a
this
women
in
city
140,000
mately
milder
brands.
the
preferring
two
in
once
coming back to this country with young woman addicted to the habit
smbke. If she buys only
weeks the figures 'double. If she The special "lady's" cigarettes, those more liberal ideas, and in many in Overcome with horror at the spectastances with the habit itself.
cle, she pleaded withhe young girls
smokes but one one cigarette a day, miniature, perfumed,
find little desmokelets,
seven
"Here
or
to stop. They confessed they were
there
years
tenth
only
eight
being
aay,
buying every
mand
and
hotels
in
lobster
the
except
in
woman
was
a
arrested
ago
young
ten cigarettes in the average pack,
already so enslaved by the habit that
The "man's ' cigarette is the Fifth avenue for smeTcing a cigarette
palaces.
smoke.
women
200,(m
they could not sit out a theatrical
one the demand is for.
in her automobile. Now, if she does performance without a smohe. ToNew York's feminine "smoke belt, '
Good Time coming.
it in a respectable manner, a woman bacco is harmful to both sexes. It prothe reporter found, begins at WashTo get the viewpoint of the woman may smoke In any one of six or seven duces abnormality. It unfits the
ington Square as the southern extremto become a progenitor, and thereity, is bounded on the east by Fifth smoker herself the reporter called on public restaurants in the city the
street, three prominent members of New Ritz, Martin's Stanley's, the St fore it is worse for a woman than for
avenue as far as Forty-fiftsociety, two stenographers, Regis, the new Vanderbilt, Rector's a man, because of hei more sensitive
and then by Broadway and Columbus York's
n venue as far north
as Manhattan and several actresses, all of whom and the Beaux Arts. rr. another seven organism, and she bequeaths to the
or eight years the sight of a woman child mental, moral and physical
The western boundary line were smokers.
Square.
The
runs
of
of
two
the
views
Greenwich
avenue,
at
society
smoking even on the street will be
begins
north along Seventh avenue to Times leaders were ably voiced by the third, so common that it will pass without
Square, where Broadway becomes the who, however, as in the two other comment by even the man from Way-bac- k CASCARETS WORK
or Podunk."
western boundary as far as Ninety-sixt- h cases, refused to have her name made
WHILE YOU SLEEP
"I smoke because I like it," said
public.
street.
"As long as women are smoking Dolly Sweet, a principnr with a "Girls Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills are
Some spots in this "belt" require
heavier shading than others. One store now," she said, "I see no reason why From Reno" company. "And I roll
violent they act on bowels as
in the vicinity of Eighth street and they shouldn't buy their cigarettes at my own cigarettes.
Fully half the
pepper acts in nostrils.
Sixth avenue reported over a hundred the stores where they are sold, the women on the stage smoke, from the
sales a day to women. A Fourteenth same as men do. Most of the women principals to the members of the
Take a Cascaret tonight and thoroughly clease your liver, stomach and
bowels, and you will surely feel great
by morning. You men and women who
have headache, coated tongue, can't
sleep, are bi'ious, nervous and upset,
bothered with a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or have backache and
feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean inside with
Cascarets or merely forcing a pass
ageway every few days with salts
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the decomposed
waste matter and poison from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. A 10
cent box from vour druggist means a
clear
head and cheerfulness
for
months. Don't forget the children.

WOMEN

SMOKING

MOTHERS

d

IN GREATER

Preserve Babys

NUMBERS

CUTICURA

Soap and Ointment

SATURDAY

7:30 Tl

EVENING,

our fi tends
Owin? to the inclemency of the weather last Saturday evening, a great many of
were unable to attend our Sale. At the request of some and for the benefit of all we will offer the
same items for our After Supper Sale No. 51, These items and values should interest all.

Cash Only No Telephone Orders Accepted
$1.25

65c

CRIB BLANKETS

What's left fron our line of Crib Blankets will
be sold at unprecedented prices for the sale

$1.25 Values for
75c "
50c

-

-

3io

.

17c

RIBBONS

75c

Our entire line of Calico and Percale wrappers worth trom 1,25 to 1.75 each all sizes, for
75o
our After Supper Sale, each

65o

-

WRAPPERS

$1.75

10c

TALCUM POWDER

3c

can of good Talcum Powder, of usual size,
regular 10c value, for our After Supper
3o
Sale,
A

Silk and Satin Ribbons of good quality from
three to six inches wide, plain or fancy, worth
from 25c to 50c per yard, Special
17c

Rosenwald

Victor

port-fre-

32--

Block

Talking

Plaza

Machine

1&6Z

ESTABLfSHED

-

d

1

s'

anti-smok-

pet-so-

h

"There's

no 'Squeal'
in Cottolene
Madam"

Cottolene

is

a Pure Vegetable Product.

Lard comes from pork and
is simply hog fat. It is often
indigestible. You take your chances.

Cottolene is made from the purest vegetable oil; it contains no
hog
fat, and never makes food greasy and indigestible. It is healthful
and wholesome, and is economical because one-thir-d
less is required than of either butter or lard. Enjoy your food, without
the after-pang- s
of indigestion, by placing Cottolene in your kitchen
for all frying and shortening purposes.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Shortens Your Food Lengthens Your Life

The Sound Sleen nf nanrf Uulth
is not for those suffering from vlrlney ailments and irregularities.
The
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen eore, weak and ailing
kidneys, restore normal action, and
with It health and strength. Mrs. M
F. Soalsburv. -, rllno-- . m
t
suffered great pain in my back and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
could not raise my hands over my
head. But two bottles nf nvie itm
ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
PILES CURED IN 1 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. BOc
.-

ATTENTION ELKS
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water
man is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
out by that high claaa photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today
Waterman, the Plaza.

GOOD SHOW COMING

Messers Duncan and Browne, managers of the Duncan opera house, have
completed arrangements for the production here on March 27 of "Madame
Sherry." This pretty comic opera is
sure to draw a large audience, as it is
filled with catchy music and is staged
by
good cast. Play going folk will
receive the announcement of its comPENNANT8, PENNANTS
ing with genuine pleasure.
Bally's curio store has just received
a new stock of High School and NorChildren are much more likely to
mal pennants. It L
showing also contract the contagious diseases when
some pretty novelties in girls' hats they have colds.
Whooping cough,
for High School lasies. Pennants and diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumption are diseases that are often conpillows of all the big colleges are tracted when
the child has a cold.
awaiting your Inspection.
That is why all medical authorities
say beware of colds. For the
DELICIOUS STEAKS
cure of colds you will nnd nothingquick
betThe Las Vegas Mercantile company ter than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It can always be depended upmakes a specialtiy of alfalfa fed na- on
and is
and safe to take.
tive and Kansas City beef. Conse- For sale bypleasant
all ruggists.
quently the best steaks to be purchased Id th5s city come off the hlocks in
GREAT WHITE WAY
You are not
its mea,. department.
When you put up an electric sign a.
netting the best for your money un- your place of business you wilt av
less you are buying meat a' 'he Las done something for yourself as wel
Vegas Mercantile company's fnre.
aa your eltj, tor an electric sign Is the
modern great white way of advertls
WERE YOU PREPARED
ing. Keeps your name constantly be
For the sudden blizzard that a,
fore the eyes of the purchasing pub
scended from the north Monday night? He
and helps to make Las Vegas loot
Were your coal bins full? If not call
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
up the Coors Lumber company and
and Power company.
order fuel. Orders will be filled with- Light
out delay.
SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
Our famous brand of bherwood Rye
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
won its great reputation and exten- whiskey, properly aged and carefully
sive sale by its remarkable cures of kept, fills the exact demand of the one
coughs, colds and croup. It can be who wishes a supply in the family
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all sideboard. Your telephone order will
druggists.
be filled promptly and satisfaction
guaranteed. A full line of finest CaliMASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES
fornia wines are also directed to your
A full line of
masquerade cos- attention. The Opera
Bar, Cnarles T.
tumes, wigs and everything needed for
Farley,
proprietor.
Main
Telephone
a masque ball may be obtained at 110.
Stand-ish,
the millinery store of Mrs. A.
the Emporium, 524 Sixth street
You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if yon
IN JEWELRY
EVERYTHING
use unamoenain's Tablets. Many
Silverware and cut glass. The best have been permanently cured by their
and most complete line in the city at use. For sale by all druggists.
prices that are right All the standard makes of watches. An optical department In charge of an pert. Re
member the name and fame of Sabino
Lujan, on Bridge street.
LENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
By sending your washing to the Las
Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
of the best establishments
In the
southwest. Our machinery is new.
Our plant is modern and sanitary.

Our service
our oldest
loyal ones.
las avenue.

is careful and prompt and
customers are our most
Handy location on DougThe wagon will call.

THERE'S NO EXCU8E
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine mattresses, springs and pillows. J.
,
lohnsen & Son

FOR THE CHILDREN
AL80 FOR GROWN PERSONS

SAFE

QUICK

NO OPIATES

.

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR

by what

he

ple everwhere speak of it in the highof praise. For sale by all
druggists.

IN NEW YORK CITY
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
IJnoadway and Fifty-fourt.treet,

near Central Park, an Ideal loca.ion.
in the retail shopping and
theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand, a handsome, modern, beautifully furnished"
hotel with one of the best restaurants in the city, but moderate Id
prices. Rooms with bath, 2.50 pei
day up. Send for booklet
Harry P.
Stlmson, manager.
NOTICE

OF SALE

State of New Mexico
In the District Court
County of San Miguel.
Charles Ilfeld Company,
Plaintiff,

m

No.7366.

Louis

Stern, Defendant
Notice la hereby given that by virtue of an execution, issued out of
and
under the seal of the above named
court upon a Judgment rendered
and
docketed in said court oa the 6th
day
of February, A. D. 1912, in
an ction
wherein the above named Charles 11- -'
feld company waa
plaintiff and the
above named Louis Stern was defendant, in favor of the said plaintiff and
against the said defendant for the
sum of Nineteen Hundred
Seventy-flv-e
0
and
($1976.22) Dollars, which
execution was directed and delivered
to me, the
undersigned, as sheriff in
and for the said county of San Miguel, I have levied upon the stock
of
merchandise of the said defendant
Loui Stern, with which he was conducting business on Natlnnni
.t
In the City of Las
Vegas, In said
county and state, the object of said
suit being the enforcement of an account stated between the said
plaintiff
and defendant, I, the
undersigned,
wn
oiniL as aroresaid. wi
above described personal prop thV
consisting of groceries. dni
dry
sous, nats, shoes, clothine. notions,
horse and wagon, feed and accounts
owing said defendant, to th hoo
bidder, for cash, at public auction at
the Hilario Romero building, situated
on the northeast corner of the
Plaza
in the Town of Las
Vegas, in the
County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, on the Sixth
day of
April, A. D. 1912, at ten o'clock in the
iorenoon or said day to satisfy the
saaa execution,
together with the
costB of this sale. That the amount
to be satisfied is the principal of said
Judgment and costs, amounting to
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-si- x
and
Dollars, together with the sum
of Nineteen and
0
Pdiare being
the intertst on the said
principal
sum of said Judgment to the
said 6th
aay or April, the date of Bald sale
mted Las Vegas, New Mexico,
February 13th, 1912.
22-10-
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COMPOUND

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudpromises to do, but by what he has den
fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
done.
That is the only' true test.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house
and give at first sign of a cold.
by this standard has no superior. Peo- Refuse substitutes.

YouJudge a man not

OUR LIVERY SERVICE
Is right up to snuff in ail w.ather.
Night calls are given prompt attention and the besi service is
provided.
Good horses kept in a Ciean stable
and good rigs may be obtained at
any
time from us. Call up Main 15 and we
will do the rest k; L.
Cooley.

sCHAEFER
Red Cross Drue) Co.
U.

est terms

,

Ci.

ROMAN GALLEGOS,

Sheriff of San Miguel Conntv

I

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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MARCH 1,
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THREE
I'ilt" Cr., "3 .. , a
j percect ana convncinj
portrayal in no particular overdone
STOCK ON DRY FARMS
and leaving nothing to be desired. Mr.
Johnny Buny gave an exquisite bit of
NEWS FROM THE
comedy character work for the sho;
STATE CAPITAL
time It lasted. And that is the charm
Agriculture Must Be Used to Imof it all. AH the secondary charac
prove Soil Fertility.
ters are so well done as to make It a
Santa Fe, N. M., Mar. 1. Ramon
perfect whole. Loe Delaney
as
George Osborne and Mr. Tefft John- Lucero was arrestea recently at
One of Best Ways to Accomplish End
son as Captain Dobbin live up to the
by Mounted Policeman Rafael
la to Raise More Animals and DiGerber la a bachelor. When his CLASSY FILM TO BE SHOWN AT ig
Gomez of Santa Fe and charged with
0f
bosom friend Fleming suddenly mar
versify
E
Crops Sell
Only
horse theft. Lucero was bound over
ANDTSAPtCrOATVON,GHT
ried a girl unknown to Gerber, marProduct.
...
.
.
.
iv
to
..
the
,..grand
jury.
.Miss
ried without thn allehtant nrallmlnnn
in
rjrawiey ana sir
Pitt Crawley,
Mr. Charle
In the early development of the dry
Kent as Normal School Regents Appointed
warning, Gerber felt hurt. He was
followin
Th"
of
rv'ew
Van T. Manville of Grant county
"Vanity John Sedley, Mrs. B. F. Clinton us
In Shanghai when the news reached
farming
industry, practically all th
him. Smothering his feelings he ca- - ' air" ft fllm to be Presented at the! Mrs. Sedley
and Miss Rose E. Tapley and Jackson Agee of Grant county, thought was given to the production
bled his congratulations. Then he i'hctopiay tonight for the first time, as
vice W. B. Walton, resigned, were this of crops. The main problem was to
Amelia Sedley
'
entitled to
wrote, promising to drop In on the will be of interest to the theater goers the
Z. f
ZtZ
morning
appointed regents for (the take land receiving but scant rainfall
"'snest
though'tul
Flemings the very first moment he L, Las Vegas:
New
Mexico
Normal school at Silver and producing but little of value, and
work in this picture. Each and every
landed In Chicago.
make it produce paying crops. Atme one has done his and her
W. C. McDonald
in pruuuciii
vuuny rair
Mrs. Fleming was anxious to know
tention has been directed toward the
part to mak City by Governor
has
Arthur Seligman Files Ojth
Gerber. She had heard all about the Vttagraph comiany
performed a "Vanity Fair" a composite superla
practical problem of plowing, harrowold school days, the tricks, the sum- si'ivice not only to the public but to tive.
Mayor Arthur Seligman yesterday ing and other tillage
operations to
mer evening larks, the swimming hole the trade. At last we have a well
liied his oath as a member of the conserve moisture. The world has
'and the pasture lot athletics.
She known literary work done into movNational Resources commission with been searched for plants inured to
HELPFUL HINTS ON HAIR
felt as though she knew Oerber and
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state. drouth. Careful tests have been made
without
IMS
the
ing
pictures
suffering
Wdllld Instflntlir ropnirriiTA Mm Avon
HEALTH
The
other members are National Com- to secure varieties that would proof
of
atmc'harm
its
or
any
though Will had no picture of his
and
Hair
Scalp
Troubles
Generally mitteeman Solomn Luna and Attoi ney duce maximum crops with a minimum
i P'iere.
Surely a new day seems .o
chum to show her.
amount of water.
Caused
Carelessness
by
W. Fleming Jones.
'
Ttinw wont on regardless of matrl- dawning when the moving picture
The work of determining whether
Dandruff is a contagious disease
MBJ and friendship. The business In is to be considered reliable.
l
Delegates to Child Welfare Conference success or failure has to be the recaused by a microbe which also proThe following were named by Gov- ward of all this labor has left little
proved long drawn out al subjects or literary classics have
duces baldness. Never use a comb or ernor W.
Iwn
a n(Uf haQ passed 1)t,en nandled so
year
C. McDonald this morning time to consider, methods of making
in
transtheir
freely
.
brush belonging to some one else. No as
i.uH uau uenaeu laming bdoui nis
to the Mational Child the industry permanent and establishlntion Into moving pictures that they
delegates
boyhood days and Gerber's arrival
matter how cleanly the owner may be Welfare
conference
which will be held ing it on the basts of good husbanwas a mislaid hope.
alveB,w' 01 we" Known facts or
Fleming put ln!a
theea articles may be infected with under the
dry. The pioneer work has been well
nil his spare time
of the National done.
which
auspices
makes
them
amusing William incidents,
It is now necessary that dry
wihich
Will
microbes,
infect
your Congress of Mothers in St. Louis, Mo . 'and
Jr.
thoritative or unsatisfactory for any
agriculture
improve and not de
It
tar
is
On the memorable
easier to catch hair beginning March 20: Mrs. R. F. Asnight that Mrs. other than purely amusement purpos- - scalp.
plete soli fertility, and that lt develop
microbes
is
it
thai,
to
of
rid
get
them, plund, Santa Fe; Mrs. N. B. Laughlin. i high type of citizenship among its
Vita- mZlr.
"il! end of the er f B,lt in "Vanlty Fatr"
land a sin-l- ,.
stroke of an infected Santa Fe; Mrs. J. H. Hicks, Santa followers.
city,
be
t0
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.
have
.
may
,ompany
Tl l. .
i
Fleming wa. alone with his son and
i nuiuKriujnea dv unaerwood & Underwood. N. Y.
comb or Eh litfh may well lead to
One of the ways of accomplishing
Rosa; Mrs. W. S. Prager, Roswell-MrsThey have reproduced a ness.
heir, hla pipe and Daoets and rr,m. "arrived."
these ends is to increase the live
Current events continue to be well represented In the fashions.
on
R.
P
else's
try
The faTucumcari
anybody
Donohoo,
orles.
well known work of fiction that has
mous red hat of the new American cardinals has been copied for this sumstock and diversify the dry farm proda
nai.
viiiuy a
is a resting
uood Koads work
The son and heir went to
ucts, in the past but very little at-- ,
mer, and it will prove a fine protection from the sun's rays, besides resleep. lost non ot lt8 Individual qualities place lor microbes.
The
Chavin
Mescalero
sands roads
Fleming's pipe was drawing well and during the transition. It comes near-th- e
tentlon has been given to animal pfc
minding us of an important event
If you happen to be troubled with es county will likely be started In the
memories slowly crept out of the Ur to
iuction,
Thi$ has been very well
being a flawless adaptation than
W" jU8t th6n that erber
that has appeared in moving (dandruff, itching scalp, falling hair next three weeks; as soon as J. W. thus far, but history has demonstra-b"FRUIT" SACHET THE LATEST
wXd
anything
in
COMPARTMENTS IN THE BAG
or baldness, we have a remedy which Lewis, the Carlsbad assistant engi
that such a policy will inevitablv
pictures.
The two old friends skimmed
decrease
briefly
soil fertility. Now, a good
we
will
believe
can
to
Roswell
neer,
to
relieve
Hualnt Conceit of the Season Has
get
completely
over the main events bf their
supervise
"Vanity Fair" is an uninterrupted
One of the Newest and Most Welcome
history
those troubles. We are so sure of or the state good roads commission system of permanent dry land agrl;
Made Its Way Into Deserved
and
Gerber
was
and
a
about
to
revelation
in the art of
of the Many Recent Fads
begin on delight
this that we offer it to you with the can get another man there. The rmlture cannot be conducted on land
his oriental experience when
Popularity.
of Fashion,
Fleming picture making. It Is a film classic;
that is gradually but surely growing
him.
Interrupted
the result of most painstaking care understanding that it will cost you money is now on deposit in the banks poorer. One of the very best ways ot
Quite one of the quaintest conceits
"Just hold on a minute. I'll teleIf you once have owned a fourfold
Df the season is the "fruit"
that has been well spent. Not only nothing for the trial if it does not at Roswell. The state has deposited maintaining soil fertility is to feed
sachet In- bag you
phone Mildred that you are here.
will
never
be
without
again
in entirety, but in detail it is espe- produce the results we claim. This $1,500 and Chaves county the same the crops to live stock on the farm
stead of the little flat satin perfumed
ones periectiy crazy to know you."
d
remedy is called Rexall "93" Hair amount. Both will put up an equal and sell only concentrated,
sachets to which one is accustomed one. Into the separate compartments
Fleming started for the nearest cially noteworthy. The individual Tonic.
"V
one now uses small clusters of grapes can go buttons, hooks and eyes, thread
We honestly believe It to be amount from time to time. It is
products.
store
to
work
of
the
drug
characters
He
is
no
and
telephone.
principal
sooner
sewing utensils and a small piece
Live
In natural colors, purple and green, arstock
also
may
contribute to'
most scientific remedy for scalp likely the road will ne built by force
of
and there is no wild hunting had closed the door behind him than a particularly strong in every instance, the
the more successful
ranged quite flat with a circle of small for work,
management of
and hair troubles, and we know of account.
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a
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above
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dry farm by helping more profitleaves around, white cherries, delithe flat caught Gerber's ear. Almost all is Miss
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bag.
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be Sharpe. It seems a much too diffi- iveness, because of the results it has
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Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is devised
tioned.
papers
incorporation with the quired at certain seasons of the year,
jump tor nis nat, put it on and started phenomenal work In this exceedingly to
flowered ribbon with colored
state corporation commission. The while at other seasons there is pracThe "fruit" is composed of silk or
banish
restore
dandruff,
natural
to
a
But
g
escape.
role.
is
It
of
satin
somewhat
a
roar complex
edges. Cut the ribbon into four
velvet, hand-tinteand Is filled with
color when its loss has been brought new concern expects to manufacture tically nothing to do. This condition
a
strips of equal length, double each made him turn desperately toward the i ask for an actress to play it on the
ceriainiy out oi harmony with
ground spices and per- - Btrip
noise.
about by disease, and make the hair and sell ice. The company is capital- nconomic
and
speaking stage, ibut when it comes
management It would not be
;uuieu powaer, so mat it diffuses
a to form a overcast the edges together
ized
divided
at
same
into
the
A
$15,000
had
baby!
a
In
small
soft
Turn
and
Fleming
It
naturally
the
silky,
lifflcult to arrange a system of manbag.
top
baby! What to portraying such a capricious charglossy.
fragrant odor and delicately scents the
one
did
do
of
a
number
for
shares.
The
to
subscribers
an
lnch
nead"
for
dying infant and acter in the silent drama there Is In does this because it stimulates the
agement whereby the labor required
lngerle or garments among which It f ths deptn of
where was the fool father?
Ing and run with a double line of sew
hair follicles, destroys the germ mat the capital stock, all of whom live in during the busy season of crop proIs placed.
We
to
done.
ram
deed
he
work
might
Gerber's knowledge of babies came
ing for a casing.
te., and brings about a free, healthy the city of Santa Fe, follow: C. J. duction could be profitably employed
Use two yards of number one or slowly from the comic pictures In the hie on for hours In ecstacies over
circulation
of blood, which nourishes Racon, 180 shares : William Gregg, 100 at other times caring for live stock
PRETTY LITTLE COAT
baby satin ribbon for a drawstring,
newspapers. You picked them up and the superb work of Miss Gardner and ten
being fattened. Thus the live stock
hair
roots, causing them to tight- shares; Ruth Bacon, 20 shares. C. J. would not
at the end of that time have given
cutting in separate yard pieces. Rip walked with them.
only preserve the value of
Bacon
A
is
named
statutory agent.
tne stitches on the outside of the
the land, but would help to solvn one
Gerber tried this with shaking but a faint, idea of what, we saw her en and grow new hair. We want evof
was
filed.
certificate
casing between the line of sewing, and hands. It worked like a charm. do.
of the difficult problems of
The best that we tan advise is erybody who has any trouble with Forest
profitable
run the drawstring through the outReserve Earnings Are Distrib- management.
Round and round the flat went Gerhair or scalp to know that we think
for
each
and
to
see
the
every
side of each of the four bags, tying ber.
person
On the twenty-seconThe
Counties.
uted
Amohg
of
the dry farm may
manager
that Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is the
round, picture and let that
the ends in a fluffy bow. Start the just as he swung with
speak for itself.
In accordance with chapter 119, also use live stock ln helnlne to snlva
stride
beat hair tonic and restorative in exother drawstrings at the opposite end toward the parlor, the graceful
Her
no
work
word
commenneeds
the
of
door opened
problem of marketing." Crops can
laws of 1909, referring to the distribuwith two bags to each side and run and a natty
hatted, gowned and gloved dation from us after that. Suffice it istence, and no one should scoff at or tion of the income from the United often be fed to animals at a gor.d
around the four, using the inner side young woman stood
blinking dazedly to say that she has seized every op-J- doubt this statement until they have States forest reserves of New Mexico, profit. This also places the crops
of the casing. Tie ends in a bow.
more or less beyond the uncertain
put our claims to a fair test, with the
O. N. Marron, state treasurer, has set fluctuations
"'"'nV to Portray the fickle, pout- - understanding
To keep the bags from sliding on
in price. On
nothouiiuiocu mtiL iue young
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to go to the which for some reason are unmarket
everlasting fame.
several counties,
when, with
eyes,
two in the frill just above the casing. she demanded: "What flashing
Equally as much might be said of full and complete satisfaction in ev general county school fund and one- - able, yet perfectly edible. They are
are you doing
This makes them draw easily on one with my
any of the other characters, for they ery particular. Two sizes, 50 cents half to the county road fund: Bern- often an entire loss In the absence of
baby?"
Remember you can ob- string.
stock to consume them. Where
Gerber stared helplessly. "I heard ore most accurately cast and so thor- - and $1.00.
alillo county, $127.66; Cuaves county,
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growing alone Is followed, the sa
him crying and I thought I'd pick him aughly capable, but the bulk of the!111 Rexa11 RemedieB ln East Las Ve- $115.05; Colfax county, $28.06; Eddy are
all
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made
one time, mV
usually
Beauty
up," he explained hesitatingly.
Happiness.
work going to the part of Becky gas only at our store. The Rexall county, $36.43; Grant county, $5,927.-27- :
Does beauty bring happiness?
Ing a short season of great plenty, hut
"Oh, you thought you'd pick him
Store. E. G. Murphey.
Miss
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Gardner
carries
Sharpe,
Lincoln
higha
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One of the most beautiful women in I I IT ' " rriod AT ro Vlamln
longer season with absolutely no ink.a
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f
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suffereres
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Mr. Charles Kent. Next to
Rio period when money Is coming in is exnot, but says that every woman has a pictures or
and
"black producer,
kidnapers
have been surprised and delighted $991.02; Otero county, $1,978.98;
charm for some man.
Fe tended. The diversity of products
Santa
hand murderers. This dark, olive Miss Gardner must be mentioned the with the prompt
$5,325.62:
Arriba
county.
relief afforded by
also makes the farmer less at
"Every woman Is charming in some skinned, smooth faced tall man, with commanding work of Mr. William V applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not
the
bandoval
county,
county, $427.95;
mercy of unfavorable conditions.
way to somebody," she says.
tne sott slouch hat
reone
case
in
of
rheumatism
ten
as
ttanous
$1,112.94
San
county,
Miguel
a
$758.19;
Without
steyne.
"Reauty of itself cannot bring hap- For one awTul second Mrs. Flem- doubt this is the
any internal treatment what- Socorro county, $10,370.89; Sierra
..
great bit of photo- quires
nlr.paa
A Good
, fronnfintli. If
n. Iis- -a suure ato tne
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ever. This liniment is for sale by
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heart
ing's
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that
Mr.
county,
wnmgn wtin
Ranous
$1,703.32;
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county,
play acting
has ?ver all druggists.
uu puDBTrsses ii. un6 cannot with lightning swiftness she was
While corn will put fat on
turkeys,
at
be beautiful forever, and love that the
we have seen him In many
$1,534.63; Torrance county, $466.53; a much finer quality of flesh is obtable and her hand touched done and
centers only round a woman's beauty her library
if
$318.38.
tained
Valencia
before.
He lives and breathc-county,
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
they are given a ration of
husband's brand new gun. She plays
turns to hate when she grows old.
Avoid taking cold If your kidneys Reception for McDonald Next Week. ground oats, barley, buckwheat and
it straight at the head of the the part, and lives up to the fullest
"I have known ugly women who pointed
are sensitive. Cold congests the kidman.
The reception to be given Governor wheat middlings mixed into a moist
conception that anyone could ever neys, throws too much
much work
charmed men by their grace of manon March 4 in Las Crucee Ahash and skim milk or buttermilk.
"Put
McDonald
that
on
have
In
it.
of
the
couch!"
baby
she
many respects this pic- upon them, and weakens their action
ner, their high intelligence, their
half ounce of
to each bird as
ordered.
ture resembles a dead heat at a horse Serious kidney trouble and even has been arranged by a committee of a substitute for tallow
kindliness of heart. You may say that
corn gives excellent
Gerber
obeyed and then opened his race, for alongside Mr. Ranous is Mr. Bright's disease may result. Strength- five who were appointed to have results.
Is little consolation to the woman hun- mouth to explain.
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
T
ETV for hefllltv i fill
I,
of the preparations. The comTlil.
This ration should be fed from a
J mu. a tnnn,
nuun UUW
iUUe
"Don't move or make a sound. I'll Harry Northrup, keeping up the pace and soreness, build them up by the charge
ui a man s nea.rt tne woman has who fire if
of Mayor Young, chair- trough and should be supplemented
mittee
consists
in
Raw-dos
his
use
of
of
competent
fills.
'oiey
conception
timely
Kidney
you
do!"
commanded the womholds him by beauty alone."
Tonic in action, quick in results. O man, assisted by Hugh Clary, R. H. by a succulent ration of apples, beets
an with the gun,
Crawley, the debonair roue and G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co. Sims, Morris Freudentnal,
Numa or turnips. Shells, grit, and fresh waGerber flushed and stood motion- dissipated dilitante.
The climax of So cents or two and one-haThe Semidress.
for $1.
A child's coat in blue or green of
less.
The
work ter should be kept before the birds
Stoes.
and
Henry
Frenger
ihe
The simple bodice, with the low
picture enacted by the aforemenIf they are ln good growrough cheviot, with the collar and cuffs
was
divided
of
the committee
along constantly.
tioned actors is positively great, one
condition to start with
A MONTH HAS PASSED
ing
of white peau de chamois finished with shoulder finished by a wide hem and
about
Fleming found an interesting tableau of the strongest scenes that has ever
three lines. Clary, Freudentnal and three weeks of this
close-fittintne
sleeves atnarrow braid.
A whole month of the new year haa
special
feeding
tached to the lining of the bodice, is on his return. A rigid Gerber, a been shown in
the
o raise
Sims were delegate
will be needed to fit them for the
pictures. The other passed. Have you started that account
deathly pale wife with a shining new
a feature of some of the newest
funds for the reception, and table.
necessary
frocks, gun rigidly
decharacters,
of
less
though
She Made Her Furs.
or
import,
for yourself
your little son
oi
poised and a sweetly slum- although the majority of gowns show
serve an equal amount of praise which daughter? If not, you have still 11 in less than three hours $150 was seSome very pretty afternoon
and the elbow-lengtpeasant sleeve such uenng infant
Crops for Sago Brush Land.
cured to pay the expenses of hall and
"What the Mildred!
evening scarfs and muffs have been as we have worn for some time past.
What in lack f space will not permit. As a months in which to save. The Firsi music. Numa
The choice of crops for
Frenger was delegated land
heaven's name are you doing with mater of pure character acting, Mr. National Bank offers an admirable
made by girls, using fur and marabout This sleeve and the modified
will depend on soil, location and
op to arrange for a hall and Henry Stoes
peasant
trimmings left over from former sleeve will undoubtedly be worn dur- - that gun? Put lt down! This Is Oer- Alec B. Francis deserves special men- portunity for accumulating
altitude. The grains almost always
savings
was given charge of the musical pro do well. On the
years. One girl had yards of swans ing the summer.
The skirts of all ber. Gerber, you know. I went out tion in regard to his delineation of Your account solicited.
proper soils and in
down that had trimmed her first party
frocks escape the ground to call you up to tell you to come
gram. It is expected to give the gov adapted locations, potatoes thrive.
cloak. She cut the bands ln half all around and are as narrow as ever. home and meet him. Your mother
ernor a rousing reception as the first Garden stuff nearly always does well!
lengthwise, making a band a little They are made either quite simple saia you had just left. I stopped In
state
executive and the demonstration For the most part sage brush lands
to
over an inch wide.
This she sewed on and trimmed with a row of ball butget some cigars and "
will
be
independent of party lines or are deficient in organic matter and
the edges of a scarf of fawn-colo- r
chifOerber tiegan to gurgle
tons down the entire length of the
will not reach their best
something.
affiliations.
production
Mrs.
fon cloth, with two bands at even in- front, a smart new
Fleming gave a sudden lurch
until after they have been ln alfalfa
feature, or they
tervals between the edges She made have the knee-dee- p
or other legumes. In the higher
tunic. Harper's and with a "Well! The baby!" crums
also a JMg, soft muff to match with the Bazar.
pled up on the library table.
field peas and alslke clover will
IT 18 NOT 8TRANQE
swansdown bands.
The bat she
Fleming gave one look at Oerber
Catarrh is a blood disease which causes a general inflammation of the
It is not strange that so many peo often he used as the rotation crop to
and then at the
wears with these is of white beaver,
sleeping infant. Then inner linings or mucous membranes of the body. The diseasing of these ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma increase the productive capacity of
Dainty Pillows.
he
with a white marabout band and
threw up his hands. "Oerber 1 delicate surfaces and tissues produces all the well known
Without sacrificing nnv of th j.i- lands. Thus land which has been
symptoms of the restaurant on Center street The hill the
standing feather at the left Harper's tineas of her household decorative ef clean forgot the kid," he cried.
ln peas, clover or alfalfa will
trouble, such, as ringing noises in the head and ears, tight, stuffy feeling in of
fare is generous and the price is
produce
Bazar.
fects the housewife today rejoices to
the nose, pains above the eyes, irritation of the throat, sometimes slight
larger crops than virgin soil.
introduce the note of utility, and somefever, and a general feeling of weakness and ill health. Even the lumrs cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
Would Save the Trees.
, , ...
. ..
V...
1wMO
Smocking and Braiding.
times amid the color and
ucvuuic auiiKU uy Ult "Uiii ua uoooasc Ult:III TJUre niOOQ Tnrmiorh Ihpm QnH Many people wonder how lt Is pos
of her
Mrs. Helen O. Longstreet is
Remedy for Lice on Cows.
Smocking and braiding are trim- drawingroom, the result glitter
of
there
if
is
the
disease
is
allowed to remain in the sible to serve such e cellent meals so
consumption
danger
A good remedy for Hoe on cowa (
is not a lithard to save the forestn or
S.
S.
ming notions that have lately had a tle bizarre as well as pleasing.
cures
S.
because
Catarrh
it purifies the blood It
to pour a little kerosene oil Into a
into cheaply.
rta. and Is making speeches in ths system.
revival not only for children's dresses,
the circulation and removes every particle of the catarrhal mattergoes
Cushions on the whole are much rtate to
hallow dish and stir In a little
making-thiget
to
money
on
but also for blouses and matinees.
salt
carry
the
vital fluid pure, rich and healthy. Then the inflamed membranes begin
darker and more serviceable than they work. She
Then take a wire-tootcattl nmK
would have the state to
AN
EPIDEMIC
OF COUGHING
heal, every symptom disappears, the constitution is built up and health la
were, and pretty things of a pale soft Miild dams in
different narta nf th. restored. S. S. & rids the
sweeping over the town. Old and dip the ends of the teeth in the mixJust a Plume.
color and trimmed with lace are resystem of catarrh by attacking the trouble at its young
10 proviae power for mills.
alike are affected, and the ture, and, shaking off the snmi.,.
iie
Mrs.
hat
head
ln
all
and
of
velvet
shapes
Large
served for the bedroom or the boudoir.
entirely removing the cause from the blood, thus making a perma- strain is particularly
is
umgstreet
hard on little draw the comb down through the'
much
very
interested
in
nent and lasting cure, S. S. S. is made entirely from health-givin- g
colors require no trimming but the In sitting or smoke rooms,
roots children and on elderly people. Foley's cow's hair where the lice are found.
:he work of Mr. Olfford Pinchot ln
the
though,
the herbs and barks, and for this reason is an especially safe and desirable medicine' Honey and Tar Compound
single plume, and with the French colors are rich, and a thread of gold lirection of
Comb the cows once a week in thia
is a
conservation, and wishes Book on Catarrh and any medical advice free to all who write
curl at the end.
or silver often runs through them.
safe and reliable cure for all quick way, taking care not to
o heln him as much as
coughs
apply enough
possible.
and
colds.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Contains no
O of the oil to loosen the hair, and
the
G. Schaefer and Red Cross opiates.
Mo
Co.
will
soon
be exterminated.
Drug
.
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tne meantime public business in
No
has been at a standstill.
out on
start
dares
alderman
or
mayor
1S7B.
ESTABLISH CD
an Important plan of administrative
improvement because he aoes noi
BY
PUBLISHED
know from sunset to sunrise when anTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
other man may be called to take his
(Incorporated)
place. The city officers are timorous
ML M. PADGETT
EDITOR and backward.
Tacoma is sick and Urea or mis
kind of thing and wants to recall its
anxious to net back to a
recall. It
where
basis
city officials wuj
sound
Entered at the Postotnce at East have assurance of support and sta
Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmiu- bility in every reasonable enterprise
aton through the United States Mails for the city's good. No representatka second class matter
tive citizen desires to expose himself
,
to the shafts o( the political Intrigu-uorsTERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
most
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On Year
tx Months
WEEKLY

$6.00

MARHETSWELLSTOCKED

3.00

FOR

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER.

One Year
Biz Months

THE BLOCKADE

..$2.00
100 LAS

HAD
VEGAS MERCHANTS
PROVIDED WISELY FOR THE
RECENT COLD SNAP.

(Cash la Advance (or Mail Subscriptions).
Remit by draft, check or money
rder. It sent otherwise we will not
fee responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.

Though Las Vegas has been practically shut off from the Kansas market for nearly a week, no scarcity of
butter, eggs and other products usually shipped in from the Sunflower
state, has been noticed and the
AT
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Meadow City merchants have been
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
well able to supply the demands of
PAID FOR.
have been
customers.

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SELLING GOOD PLAYER8
Lincoln, Neb., March 1. President

FRIDAY,

1,

u.

throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronchi Us or pneumonia
iesult
may
Watch carefully, particularly
the
children, and for the racking, stubborn coughs give Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound.
It soothes the inflamed membranes,
and heais the
cough quickly. Take no substitute.
O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross
l'rug
Co.

DO YOU

KNOW WHY

The Lobby is such a popular meeting place for men? The answer is
easy. It handles the best wines and
liquorg for sale in Las Vegas and is
In a convenient location, on the corner
Joe Nahm, the young son, of Mr. opposite the Santa fe station. A big
and Mrs. Slg Nahm, is suffering from line of the best cigars in always in
stock. Launach & Benjamin, propriea severe atack of pneumonia.
tors.
Tri-Stat-

A

BLANKET

COLOSSAL

SALE

Just in time to meet your demands
from cheap cotton blankets to all
3.50,
wool blankets, regular
$3.00
and $2.50 values at $1.95. How long
can they last? Certainly not, after
these are gone. A snap in men's underwear $1.25, $1.00 and 75c at 50c.
Where?
Why, at the 5, 10 and 25
Cent Store.
PROTECTION
Against the cold blasts that bring
grip and disagreeable
pneumonia,
colds upon their breath is afforded by

1912.

WARNING AGAINST WET FEET. CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
.
Wat rrtH K11U
CONVENTION,
i' e mucous msmonuio or tne nose,

A

Despain of the Lincoln Western
League baseball club has announced
that negotiations are under way for
the sale of Pitcher "Buff" Ehman.
purchased from Denver last season,
to a Southern league club. Catcher
Wilkie Clarke, sold to Danville last
year, but who refused to report and
coached the University of Minnesota
baseball team, will probably go to a
Central association
Three I league
club. Pitcher John Fox may be sold
e
to a
league club.

MARCH

If you want to get the want you
want to get, you want to get your
want In a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want you want
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.

WHAT IS THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy Is constantly gaining new customers and is holding its old patrons?
Because It furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk Is absolutely free from contamination. It is
handled in sterilized rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and you will never change.

COUNTY
GERMAN-MILLE- D

aress flour

A convention of the republicans of
San Miguel county, state of New
Mexico, is hereby called to be held
the fourth day of March, 1912, In order to select 30 delegatea to the republican state convention, to be held in
the city of Santa Fe, n. M., on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for
the purpose of selecting eight delegates and eight alternates to represent the republican party of the state
of New Mexico in the National republican convention to be held In the city
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of nominating candidate for president and vice president
to be voted for at the presidential
election on Tuesday, November 5,
1912, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
before It
The various precincts of San Mi
guel county are entitled to the following number of delegates from their
respective precincts:

Precinct

No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No

1
2
3
4
6
6

7

San Miguel
La Cuesta
Las Vegas, south

Tecolote
Las Vegas, North
Las Vegas, Central
San Antonio
Las Vegas, upper
Pecos
Chaperito
San Geronimo
Rowe
Roclada
Sapello
Las Manuelitas
Union
San Patricio
Mlshawaka

to
th
e.verv oakirxg Problem.
Ifs

Tirw-Whit- er

lore Urvifornrv
ard
LARABEES
Mode

Famous

by

GERMAN

PROCESS.

SILVERWARE
A ROGERS
COUPON IN EVERY SACK..

Gross, Kelly

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

relegates
2
4

....

$1,050

4

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

4
7

9
2
a

chamois vests and chest protectors.
8
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
9
6
You can be comfortable and
line.
10
2
Cail
foi Republican Convention
for
free from the fear of catching cold
11
3
the State of New Mexico
if you wear one of these handy ar18
2
ticles. Schaefer's, opera house block.
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their
14
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by
however,
to
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furnish
is,
eggs,
able
THE BEST DINNER
15
2
Advertisers are guaranteed the
tional
on
12
committee
December
stroke of luck, as the Saturday preIs not complete unless you serve
16
z
largest dally and weekly circulation vious to the-- blizzard which tied up as a finishing toucn some of Potter's 1911, for a republican national con
17
at any newspaper in Northwestern traffic all lot the dealers received an
to
vention
be held in the city of Chi
ice cream. In our factory only the
18
Vew Mexico.
extra large snipmen? of hen fruit. Had freshest and best materials are used. cago in the state of Illinois, at 12
19 McKinley
2
non
on Tuesday, June 18
it not been for this Las Vegas woulu They are combined under the most o'clockf
20 San Juan
2
FRIDAY. MARCH 1, 1912.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
1912,
for
the
of
an
from
purpose
nominating
undoubtedly have suffered
sanitary conditions and are the
21 Casa Coloraua
3
egg famine, as the grocers depend on acme of the ice cream manufacturing candidates for president and viceshow you.
22 Sablnoso
2
Kansas largely for eggs.
business. Ask for Potter's. Made in president to be voted for at the presi No 23 San Jose
4
dential election on Tuesday, Novem
As a rule most of the butter used Las Vegas.
No. 24 La iJebdre
2
ber, 5, 1912, and for the transaction
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Shop
in Las Vegas comes from Illinois and
25
No.
Pern
2
Blanca
f such other business as may come
this
other eastern markets, but during
SOUVENIR DISHES.
No. 26 Los Alamos . . . .'
2
re, it the republican central 00m
blockade in through traffic, fortunateMiss M. M. Thompson, a', her store
2
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PERSONALS
J. A. Talley returned
last
night from an extended visit with her
parents in Artesla.
George Fleming returned this afternoon from Watrous, where he has
been several days on business.
Mrs.

The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who know how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
leaving
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
returned yesterday afternoon from u
short business trip to Santa Fe.
A. R. Kroh, who was in Ias Vegas
several days on business, returned to
his home In Optimo yesterday.
Dr. A. E. North wood came In laBt
night fram his home in Wagon MounJ
and was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
returned
Dr. J. M. Cunningham
yesterday afternoon on stub train No.
1 from a short business trip to Sprin-eer- .

CO.

John Taylor left yesterday afternoon for Lamy, where he will take a
position with the Santa Fe at that

Phone Main

r

place.
W. R. Smythe, good roads engineer,
was in Santa Fe yesterday in conference with State Engineer C.

t.

1

FANCY LACE

Mil lev.

Mrs. Charles Ilfeld expects to leave
Wednesday of next week for New
York, from which port she will sail
for a trip to Europe.
Matthew Potsch, a traveling salesman who makes his headquarters in
Las Vegas, arrived today on one of

COLLARS
AND

JABOTS

the delayed trains.
Bias Sanchez, formerly school su
perintendent of Mora rounty, now
deputy sheriff, came in yesterday afternoon from his home in Wagon

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

Mound.
George Oakley, who has been in Las
Vegas several days visiting his cousin,
Mrs, George Cravens, left this morning for California. Mr. Oakley's home
is in Kansas City.
David B. Simon, after spending several days in Las vregas visiting his

BELTS,
HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,

brother-in-law-
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Wunderhose
a pretty hih standard
of quality and a knowledge that the quality
will outwear the guarantee. The obligation
the manufacturer assumes when he tells yoiT
that you are entitled,
and do receive without
question, new Wunderhose free for any that
wear into holes within
four months after purchase, is ample proof of
value.

No child however hard on
hosiery has any terrors, for
Wunderhose. Menandwomen
who are annoyed by punching
toes through the foot of a
stocking need have no further
annoyance from that source.

One Dollar per box
of four pairs.
E. ROSENWALD
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Judge H. L Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa Fe, left thla afternoon on a
short trip to Kansas City.
M
W. Mills, an attorney of Springer, came in last night from his home
on business.
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These
George Kahle, Wells Fargo route
Ugly Spots.
agent,. left yesterday on a short trip
to Alamogordo.
The woman with tender skin dreads
George H. Hunker returned this afMarch because it is sure to cover her
had
he
where
Fe
Santa
from
ternoon
TRAVELING AUDITOR DISPROVES face with ugly freckles. Not matter
been on legal business.
CHARGES AGAINST HIM AND
how thick her veil, the sun and winds
of
a
resident
Max Levy, formerly
THEN RESIGNS
will surely make her freckle.
Las Vegas and a stock broker of DenFortunately for her peace of mind,
ver, 'is in the city on business.
Santa Fe, N. M March 1. In an the recent discovery of a new drue
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
afotblne double strength, makes it pos
agreement reached late yesterday
Miguel National bank, left this after
McC.
W.
Governor
between
sible for even those most susceptible
ternoon
on
business.
noon for Santa Fe
Donald and Traveling Auditor John to freckles to keep the skin clear and
latwhite. No matter how stubborn a
Joerns, the former exonerated the
were
which
the
all
charges
case of freckles you have, the double
from
ter
Mr.
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
strength othlne will remove them
preferred some days ago against
Jorms. The compromise does not Get an ounce package from any firs'
come as a surprise. There was no class druggist in the City of Us Y
TO BE BELO TONIGHT
from
gas and banish the freckles, Money.
question of pressing the charges
amicable
agreement
an
if
first
back If It fails,
the
and the two days of
reached
could
be
GATHERING OF PRECINCT NO. 29,
conferences between the two state of
WILL OCEAST LAS VEGAS,
ials was consumed in talking terms State of Ohio,
ifj
city of Tol.-doCUR IN CITY HALL
Lucas County,
rather than in belligerent argument.
ss.
Frank J. Cheney
attorneys,
& Wright, local
makes oath
Renehan
del11
of
For the purpose
electing
that he is senior partner of the tfrm
Mr. Joerns.
represented
of F. J. Cheney & no., doing business
egates to the county convention,
How well the traveling auditor and in the
City of Toledo, County and
which will be held Monday in ten
examiner has fulfilled his trust State aforesaid, and that said firm
court house, the republicans of pre- bank
and under what difficulties is well set will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
cinct No. 29, East Las Vegas, tonight
forth in the letter of the governor ac DOLLARS for each and every case of
will hold a primary in the room mi
tha: cannot lie .Mired bv the
his resignation. The letter Catarrh
cepting
use of HA! ' y CATPTH ( I RE
the second floor of the city hall. The
FRANK J. CHENEY.
8 follows:
meeting will be called to order at
Sworn to before me and subscribed
f
re- Dear Sir:
who
a'clock. Every republican
I am in receipt of the answer to the in my nesence, this 6th day of
A. D. 1886.
sides in the precinct Is urged to be
charges filed in the governor's office,
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
present. The county convention is for
as also your letter tendering your
Notary Public.
the purpose of selecting 30 delegates
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- resignation as traveling auditor.
to the state convention Rt Santa Fe,
the
upon
In accepting your resignation I de nairy and acts directly
Mexwhich, in turn, will name New
to assure you that in the filing of blood and mucous surfaces of the
sire
Send for testimonials free.
ico's representation at the republican
I had nothing personally Bystem.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
This state will the charges
national convention.
you. Your answer Is satisfacSold by all druggists, 76c.
be represented by eight votes in the against
Take Hall's Family Pills for
me and is accepted as a reato
tory
old
national gathering of the grand
matter
of
the
sonable
explanation
occaparty. As this year Is the first
complained of so far as you are consion upon which New Mexico voters
cerned. I am satisfied that there is
will have an opportunity of voting for
too much work for the traveling aua president, great interest is being
ditor with only one assistant.
MiSan
shown in national politics.
Capital Paid in
is accepted to
Your resignation
guel county will have the largest rep1912.
take effect March 2,
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resentation at the state convention,
yours,
truly
Very
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morning for Santa Fe. Mr.
home is in Washington.
W. C. M'DONALD,
Hile, the contractor, reGeorge
Governor.
where
turned yesterday from Rociada,
Ernest is Joerns' Successor
he had been for some time past. Mr.
As announced some weeks ago;
Hile was working on a house for
IS MEMBER
ROBERTS
Ernest of Clayton, Union coun
Howell
this
of
Trumbull
P.
city.
diaries
ty, a brother of Mrs. R. P. Ervien, of
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on
this
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STATE
TBE
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day afternoon for Las
Mr. Joerns and the appointment
Mr.
Lucas
there
ceed
From
business.
gal
been
has
formally made. Mr. Ernest
will go to Clayton to attend the March
NORMAL UNIVER-SIT- will take charge of the office tomor
term of the district court for Union PRESIDENT OF
APPOINTED TO RESPONrow and will at once appoint an as
county.
SIBLE POSITION
J. B. Palmer arrived yesterday afsistant.
Mr.
ternoon from
Albuquerque.
President Frank H. H. Roberts of
Palmer is a linotype operator and has
A 8NAP
entered the1 employ of the Optic, tak the New Mexico Normal University
Six rooms and bath with three lots:
ing the place of Lerwls KisUer, who was vesterdav named a member of on corner. In good repair, siuou.uii
the state board of education by Gov- on terms of $500.00 cash, balance in
went to El Paso several days ago.
The
Conof
ernor William C. McDonald.
Dr. Samuel Peiper, rabbi
building and loan. If you are in need
D. W. of a
John
also
yesreturned
appointed
governor
Monteifoire,
home, investigate this one at
gregation
of re- INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPOterday afternoon from Raton, wnere Veeder a member of the board
he went to hold services at the funeral gents of the Normal in the place of RATION, George A. Fleming. Manof Howard Heymann, the son of Jr. the late Frederick H. Pierce. Other ager, Phone Main 40.
and Mrs. H. W. Heymann, who died members of the state board of educa
Charles E. Michael came in this aftion appointed are C. M. Light of SI1
several days ago.
Mexico
New
afterof
ternoon
from Trinidad and will be in
the
ver
city, president
Robert Baird left yesterday
Montoya, Las Vegas a short time visiting his
noon on train No. 10 for Trinidad, Normal school: Bonifacio
Miwhere he will locate permanently. Mr. Bernalillo; Rev. C. C. Hill, Roswell wife and daughter, Carolyn. Mr.
of
land
Aztec.
the
D.
with
the
chael
is
M.
for
department
and
foreman
barn
car
Taylor,
Baird was
MiLas Vegas Light and Power company members of the board are Governor the Orient railroad in Texas. Mr.
and he will occupy a similar position McDonald and Alvan N. White, state chael was on the C. and S. train
blockaded in the blizzards near Tex-llnfor the Trinidad company. Both com superintendent of public Instruction.
Tex., to which two firemen rode
Another appointment made late yespanies are owned by the Federal
was
New
McDonald
horseback
Governor
of
through the blinding storm
company
terday by
Light and Traction
that of Rosalio Lopez, of Tularosa, to carry provisions to the passengers.
York City.
Mrs. W. C. Dennis, accompanied by who was made a member of the board Though Mr. Michael is suffering from
Mrs. Lydia Dennis, mother of W. C. of trustees of the New Mexico Blind a slight cold from the exposure he is
s
Asylum at Alamogordo, in place of otherwise none the worse for the
Dennis, left this afternoon for the
eldInd.
The
C.
Meyer, resigned.
home in Wabash,
er Mrs. Dennis has been spending the
winter in Las Vegas with her son.
Mr. Dennis will close up the Dennis
home, 808 Main avenue, and will live
at the establishment of the Las Vegas
Undertaking company.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Back of Mora
returned last night from an extended
trip to New York City, Philadelphia
and other cities in the east. Mr. Back
while in the east, did the spring purchasing for the Back Brothers store
at Mora. Mr. and Mrs. Back were on
one of the trains relayed east of
Dodge City by the snows and came in
from the south by way of the Belen
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cut-ofW.
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sells for. Do not pay more; it's a waste of money.
Postal offices in New Mexico. He left
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B. R. Jones, general superintendfor yourself what a wonderful baking help K C
coment of the Wells Fargo Express
Baking Powder is.
pany, and A. T. Paine, division suVeperintendent, passed through Las
Send for the K G Cook's Book
gas yesterday on stub train No. 1 en
FREE
route from Denver to Lob Angeles.
While In Las- - Vegas they were in conThe K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
sultation with B. W. Kelly, local Wells JAQUES MFG. CO- recipes, sent free upon receipt of the colored cercan. Send it today.
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Win. G.

Haydon

II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest PeJd on Deposits

I
15

lat-ter'-

The right powder
at the right price
....

sev-ent- n

BAKING

KG

w
s

pur-Do-

POWDER

It's
25-ce- nt

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently' Ttofitable if he fails to make
secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotectipn to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
good

U

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

TABLE

ORIGINAL

FOR

na treatment, neeeuntaa a. anmawna.
florid story to his model
one day.
Shortly after the model happening to
pose for a painter whose pictures are
noted for being quite the reTerae of
delicate, told the tale to him. "Rather

DEN

Oea k Close
Designed
by an Interior Decorator for
His Own Use.
An Interior decorator baa had executed for hla own use In a little,
bullt-lden a unique
He bought one of those
table-des- k
with a drawer In the mid-di- e
and a narrow shelf at each end.
The shelve are about fifteen Inches
from the floor, are supported, back
and front, by little slats and are open
at the ends of the table. He had his
workmen make a little closet out of
each of these shelves by placing a
board behind the slats at each end,
another between the drawer and the
shelf to form the closet back, and a
door with a lock and key across each
end of the table. There was still unutilized ppace below the drawer and
between the closets. This, It at first
eeemed, he would need for knee room
when using; the table as a desk. But
at last be hit upon the plan of building Into that space two shelves
which, by touching a button, could
be made to slide back far enough to
permit him to draw close to his desk.
These shelves were filled with books,
no that when flush with the table
edge, the gay bindings were in full
wlew. The closets may be used for
writing materials, liquors,
cigars,
pipes, mafaxlnes any of 'the little
things that usually litter a den. A
cabinet maker or Interior decorator
would so transform a table for no
n

great

sum.

r ulgar." was his comment. Next time
the model saw the first artist she
tald:
"Do you remember the ntnrv vnn
told me the other day? Mr.
says It Is vulgar."
"Oh. well." was th inifr.n
ply, "every manha a streak of vulgarity In hia composition. In one it
may come out in the stories he tells,
another gives expression to It
n his pictures."

ONE

AMERICAN

AMONG

THEM

THESE

invention.
A

transmitter and six receivers

com-

prise the initial equipment and should
hese prove satisfactory others will be
added as occasion requires.
The apparatus Is extremely simple,
e
transmitconsisting of a neat
I

box-lik-

ter at the pulpit and modest watch-lik- e
'celvers, on convenient handles, in various pews. Receivers and transmitters are connected by invisible wiring
and the electricity la supplied by dry
cells.

HAD TO STAND

F03 It

Vogue.

DAYS

THE

THE OPTIC

Clement Shorter Name Thomas A.
Edison as One of Ten Greatest

THE

"Doubtless," writes Clement Shorter, In the Strand, "there are many
great men living in the world today
men with prospective
greatness,
that is, or even achieved greatness
but only time can decide. In my Judgment, there Is no man in the world to-- ttW. M J 1
J ee ,
day who Is great in any walk of life
In so striking a wav that hu
nt.m.
poraries can unhesitatingly proclaim
him great. History has proclaimed the
elder Pitt a great man, but not so cer
'
tainly his son. It has not assigned his
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
to
Palmerston or Peel, and it
epithet
is too early yet to decide whether it
TISEMENTS
will concede it to Gladstone or DisFive cents per line each insertion.
raeli. The great man is surely he who,
Estimate elx ordinary words to a line.
-T
by force of genius, has impressed himI No
ad to occupy less space than two
self upon his age in some permanent
Mrs.
Marie, have you fin- unee. All
form.
advertisements
Whether the achievements of ished Uptydate
charaed
bathing the dog?
will be booked at space
Mr. Roosevelt or of Emperor William
The Maid Yea, ma'am.
actually set,
are of this character had better be deMrs. Uptydate Did you tie a pink witnout regard to number of word..
cided a century hence. As you ask ribbon around
Cash in advance preferred.
hla neck?
me, however, to Join In what can
Maid Yes'm.
scarcely be a serious discussion I nnr.
Mrs. Uptydate Then vou can tco
gest that we take the name of a living and see what baby's crying about
man from each country who has, by
invention or creation, stamped himself
THEY DON'T WORK
upon his age. I therefore nominate the
ten greatest men of the present day
as follows:
"Great Britain, Thos. Hardy; Great
Britain, Lord Lister; United States,
Thomas A. Edison; Italy, Guglielmo
OPTIC8 NUMBER, MAIN 2.
Marconi; Italy, Giacomo Puccini;
Prance, Francois Coppee; Austria,
Richard Strauss; Germany, Hermann
Sudermann; Belgium, Maurice Maeterlinck; Russia, Elle Metchnlkoff."
WANTED American girl for wait
ress. Experienced. Apply Optic of
PAINTER
IN
HIS OLD AGE
flee.

(want

. sjxjJ,

COLUMN

tfiT"tTv'',i

Wanted

CENTRAL

IS

SURE

TO KNOW

Telephone Operator Infallible Authority on Pronunciation of Difficult
Proper Names.
Three men argued over the pronun-riatloof a fourth man's name. The
fourth man,1 was not present He
was prominent, but unknown to the
disputants.
"We'll settle this thing right now,"
said one.
He called a telephone operator on
the fourth man's exchange.
"Say, Central, how do you pro- oounce this name?" he asked.
He spelled it out She told him. Her
pronunciation differed from anything
previously suggested.
"But it Is all right, am Bure,"aid
the man who had telephoned. "Those
girls always know. They are an authority on the pronunciation of proper
names. A man with a funny name
can't bear to hear It called wrong,
even over the phone, and the first
thing he does when he acquires the
i! Re of a new telephone Is to drill the
operator on the correct pronunciation."

Retired Rear Admiral Wins Distinction With His Landscapes Done In
Water Colors.

n

Rear Admiral Charles Henry Davis,

who retired from active service In the
United States navy four years ago,
has thirty-twpaintings on exhibition
In the Corcoran Art gallery at Washington, D. C, which is one of the finest public galleries in America and
one in which the knights of the palo

alYou shouldn't
Mr. Newwed
low any of your neighbors to abuse
you in the manner I overheard some
one speaking to you in the back yard
a little while ago.
Mrs. Newwed That wasn't any
of the neighbors; that was the cook.

WANTED HER TO SUFFER

ette and brush consider It quite a triumph to have their pictures exhibited.
To a singular genius he has added
painstaking industry, and has pushed
himself up into an enviable place
among the best landscape painters in
water colors in this country.
At a time In life when he was supposed to have finished his mission,
and to be allowed to go back and sit
down In a corner and be very still,
the old hero of the Civil war and
Spanish-Americawar appears as virile In his Intellect as he was at thirty,
and has become a master of art, reveling in a realm of beauty, and transferring the beauty from his own soul
to canvas, to delight and bless his fellows. What a beautiful example this
grizzled old veteran and this delicate
artist set to old men who think there
is nothing left for them to do. The
Christian Herald.
n

Sleep.

The doctor folk would change the in-ruction "early to bed and early to
-lse" to "early to bed and late to
rise." They have been studying sleep
from the physiological, the chemical
and biological points of view, and they
Ond that of the many sacrifices made
to the pursuit of happiness the most
unhappy results come from the sacrifice of sleep.
The Medical Record says: "We are
apt to call Terser and Tabby lazy
unlmals, but no physiologist doubts
that they live more hygienically in
to sleep than do their human
masters or mistresses. It is declared
multl-lure- s
ihat In the cities "well-to-d- o
live and die without experience
of the pure delight of unadulterated
muscle fatigue and of the sudden and
deep sleep that normally follows a
lay of purely muscular work."
The campaign for gymnasiums, the
preaching about exercise and athletics, the annual summer vacation rush,
:he vast literature about the simple
movelife, even the
ment, may all have their true source
xl that silent crying of the human
ody for normal living a feeling of
perfect fitness associated with Intense
wakefulness, muscular weariness In
:ompaay with the desire for sleep.
Toledo Blade.
si

re-pe- ct

RETAIL PRICES
Ec

AG

U A

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

AMD

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

Me per Itt Ibe.
per 10 lee.
Mo per 1M I be.
40o per 1M I be,
6eo per 1Q0 lbs.

to

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
A. as. Regular
com-

ELKS Meet second as
fourth Tuesday evening of eeB
month at O. R. C. hall.
VlalUag
brothers are cordially invited. Gea
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. M-- ; D. R, Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804, Meets second and fourth
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Ploaeas
building. Visiting members are car
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
Sfrular conclave second Tues-rs- dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.
E. P. Mackrl. F. S
day In eaoh month at Masonic Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. D.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In Che forest of brotherir
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worts?
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH
MASONS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visas-Intion first Monday in each
neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially Invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brinegar, Secretary.
DENTISTS.
g

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RANSFORD

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenue.

mm

Far Rent

FOR RENT
921

2 room

furnished house. J.

Lincoln avenue.

f
FOR SALE

50

friers.
Phone Main
30

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoas
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

r.

No.

No.

Tuesday of the month in the veetry No.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Invited
Isaac Appel,
coixHr.Hy
No.
President; Charles Greenelay, Sec- No.

30iff
large laying bene, also
Mrs. Robert Ralney,

9:10 p. m.
11:05 p m.
1:16 a. m
1:45 p. m

8

10

9:16
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. St.
p. nu
a. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. sa
p. ni- -

p. m

WEST ROUNu
1:20 p. m.
m
6:10
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

1

a

3
No. 7

retary-

292.

2
4

E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54S,
No.
O. of B. B. Meets every first

I.

9

p. m
p. m

NEW PIANO, for sale cheap. Would RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
rent to right party. Address Box
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
291, City.
Flint, chiof of records and collector
Mrs. Haymore How is that mute
of
Buff
FOR
Rock
SALli
wampum.
Plymouth
Visiting brother
you bought of the deakin, Silas; is be
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
fast?
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. StevHaymore (limping) No, not enens, Humboldt, Kan.
tirely; I discovered his hind legs are
I.

loose;
FOR SALE

SHE KNEW

Choice setting Plymouth
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
1030 Fifth street. Oscar E- Burch.
-

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife wau
taken down with a sever attack of
which run Into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound
gavj her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued tislng It until she
permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- was and
Red Cross Drug Co.
atto
invited
brethren
cordially
ing
tend. J . D. Fridenstfne, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer; beyond
medicine can do. more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal Ice Co
Visitor (examining picture in dining
Is that picture one of the old
masters?
Hostess Yes; that's a picture of
our cook

Toom)

POP'S ANSWER

ate

lbs. or More, Eaoh Delivery
to 2.000 lbs Each Delivery
CM lbs. to 1,00 Ibe
Delivery
M lbs. to MS lbs Each D livery
teas Than M I be Each Delivery

BEST GOODS

d

well-know- n

CHAS. LEWIS

CAFE

HUNKER & HUNKER
WANTED Experienced sewing girl.
Geo. H, Hunker
Cheater A. Hunk
Also one for housework. Mrs. DaEL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
Attorneys at Law.
vis, 414 Columbia
KNIGHTS OF PYTH IASMeets Las Vegas,
New Mexlee.
every Monday eveWANTED
To buy, yearling or
ning in Castle Hall.
steers. P. J. Wesner.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Chas.
E. Liebsoh-nleMr. Hlxson My watch is stopped
Phyalcian and Surgeon
again, and yet the Jeweler who fixed It
Chancellor I
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
treat all kinds of diseases, but
said it would work like a charm.
Commander. Harry
518 Columbia avenue.
Mrs. Hlxson No doubt he meant a
6t
Martin, Keeper of make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
watch charm.
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
FOR RENT One of the best residen
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
ces In old town. One block to Plaza,
SUDDEN DISCOVERY
Vegas 342.
Office: 506)4 Grand Avenue.
high healthy rooms, warm In winter, FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
nice and cool In summer. The InResidence:
705 Sixth Street
102 Meets every Monday night at
vestment and Agency Corporation.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
FOR RENT 5 room house on hill,
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
electric lights, good location, rent president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or WestEAST BOUND
ern Union Telegraph company.
Arrive
Depart

ll

1,800 lea.

RESTAURANT AND

No.

Independent Beggar.
William E. Kilganon, clerk of the
juvenile count, found out Saturday afternoon that some men beg because
they do not wish to work. An agile
fellow, fairly well dressed, was about
the courthouse asking for "Just a
dime." He "struck" Kilganon.
"I won't give you any money," said
Mr. Henpeck Do you pull teeth Kilganon, "but I can get you a good
without pain?
Job." Kilganon remembered that a
Dentist Oh I yes, sir.
manufacturer had called him over
Mr. Henpeck Then you won't do. the phone a short time before and
wants to get seven told him he was in need of a good
My mother-in-laextracted, so 111 have to take her man. He said he would pay $1.75 a
elsewhere.
day.
Kilganon had taken the receiver
from the telephone and was about to
English Women Intemperate.
tell the manufacturer he had found a
"Women now provide a disproporman for him when the beggar asked
habitual
of
the
tionately large part
n
how much the Job would pay.
drunkards," says the head constable
him.
told
of Liverpool, England. Thus, during
"I wouldn't work for anybody for
1910, In the class of three or more
convictions within twelve months that," said the beggar.
"All right," replied Kilganon, "get
there were 133 men and 184 women,
and in the class of sia to sixty con- out of here." Indianapolis News.
victions (all told) there were 733 men
His Peculiar Way.
and 774 women. For two years the
How She Got Fresh Eggs.
A
artist, whose pic- "black list" in Liverpool has consistA young lady living In a small city
tures are characterized by extreme ed solely of women. "Temperance."
had impaired her health by too confin.lellcacy and beauty both of subject
ing work m a city office. Her physician ordered her to a sanitarium for
rest and upbuilding, and when she returned to work he instructed, her to
eat four fresh laid eggs daily; two
eggs for breakfast and the others raw
in milk. Finding It difficult to obtain
dependably fresh eggs she persuaded
her mother to permit her having a
TAILOR FOR MEN
small flock In the home yard. A port-abl- e
house was purchased and fifteen
pullets installed in it. A small brother
was paid ten cents a week to feed and
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and Up-to-dcare for the flock, two bags of ready-mixe- d
food were bought and the result
and
Pressing
Bring in Your Cleaning
of the venture was not only all the
eggs the young lady needed and a supply for the family, but there waB a
WILL
DOLL BUILDING,
603 LINCOLN
surplus which found a ready market
at the corner drug store, bringing ten
cents a dozen above the market price.
The Christian Herald.

tOO

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

Men of Age.

1m

Ear Phones for a Church.
Ear phones have been introduced ln-l- o
the Wollaston
Congregational
Church of Qulncy, Mass. This is the
first church in the city to adopt this

MARCH f, 1912.

German Working Girls.
Late statistics give a good idea of
how the increasingly large number of
country girls who go to the larger
cities from villages and small towns
In Germany earn their dally bread.
The largest number are employed In
cotton factories. There were about
150,000 girts employed last year in
Tommy Say. pop, what's an opticotton mills and 52,000 In tobacco fac- mist?
tories. In laundries 8,300 women are
Pop A man who sometimes hears
employed, of whom a large number of people doing things Just as he
would have done them if he had been
eventually went into service as
there.

It pays In dollars and cents to make
the stock comfortable.
Try to protect all stock from cold
winds and rains. It pays.
The cattle shortage Is with us and
Is likely to stay for years.
Kafir fodder Is better In quantity
and quality in Kansas this fall than
for ten years.
Two parts oats and one of bran
make a
grain ration for
pregnant ewes.
Sheep, like men, can endure great
severity If conditions are maintained
favorable to the body.
Many times plenty of salt for stock
saves medicine later on. Hogs should
have it as well as the rest.
The man with the cattle is now considered the lucky man, and the better
bred his cattle are the luckier he is.
In the long run It Is live stock
raiser who gets ahead. Look around
your neighborhood and see if it is
not so.
A hog fed on corn alone from the
sow until
time it is wsaned from-thbutchered at 18 months old seldom
pays expenses.
As good a conditioner as we know
of is oil meal fed in connection with
salt There is nothing better for winter conditioning.
For a straight hog fence we have
found that 26 Inches Is not high
enough. If there are to be no barb
wires on top, the hog fence should be
not less than SO inches high.
A vicious old horse In a herd ol
horses In the pasture is likely to do
great harm by biting and kicking.
She should either be hobbled or kept
entirely sway (roan other horses.

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN

227

d

e

one-tent- h

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out theipeople to whom among- all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thin is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
-

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

)
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip-peto do Any Kind of Job Printing.

d

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?

Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
fc
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

S

5

The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

A-

2
3
3
5:

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE

A

IN

2.

EIGHT

-

r

"
i.

COD

LOCAL NEWS

FISH

Brick (when packed) for
Bank Stocks, Absolutely Boneless
Stock
2 lb (when packed) slide Wood Box,
in
Fancy
Per Box,
Bank Brick Cod Good Stock
1 lb Brick (when packed)
2 lb Brick (when packed) ., .

2 Gets
32c

tlo

21o

.

Norweifjan Anchovies per lb,
Marinette Spiced Herring,
each ,

05c

AT THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR CASH

Frank Blanchard, who has been employed as a clerk In the Romero Mercantile company for several years, has
resigned and will go to Sapello, where
he will assume management of a
general merchandise store.

AT THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR LESS

AT

THE

STORE THAT'S

ALWAYS BUSY.

STRICTLY FRESH

cents
35
PER. DOZEN
ST E A

S

R--N

PURE THINGS TO EAT

To 'Get Furniture
.."

'. f

ip-v-f-

,.

We are Having a Mixed car of Furniture out of Chicago
to be Shipped Soon, and any Special Order can Come
in Same, at a Saving to You of
D,

WE STARCH

ONE-THIR-

COLLAR

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY.

C JOHNSEN

FURNITURE

JUST ARRIVED
Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here
We Can Show You Any Size

or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
In Button and Bals, of Both Black and Tan.

are iole Agents in Las Vedas for This Make of ShnM I
And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That You Can
We

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You
PaylFor Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.

FOR

your next:pair of shoes come

AND

see

!THE REGAL.

M. GREENBERGER.
MR.

JMMOT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH
THE

SIGN
Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
j

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
orepnen u. uavis vice rresiaent
rl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
E. D. Raynolds Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

re-rat-

At the Lowest Possible Cost.

I

"

Bo-v-

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
i

reception was given
last evening in the O. R. C. hall by
the ladles of Congregation Montefiore
in honor of the new rabbi, Rev. Dr.
S. Peiper.
A large number of the
people of the congregation were

entertainment to be given at the Normal University auditorium tonight
promises to be one of the most successful ventures financially ever attempted by the school, and from the
standpoint of the audience it will no
doubt be one of the most enjoyable
entertainments of the winter season.
This afternoon It was reported that
the advance sale had been unusually
large and the prospects are that the
Normal hall will be crowded to the
limit of its capacity.
Hansell, the traveling comedian,
will be the one man show. His list
of accomplishments is large.
Judging from reports, he is an artist at
all the stunts he attempts. Hansell
Is noted as an all around musician".
He whistles duets, sings and whistles
at the same time and performs many
other stunts of this type.
He is aid to be a talented pianist
and plays several stringed instruments as well. In several of the musical numbers he will play his accompaniments on these different instruments. Hansell is an impersonator
and tonight he will do several rapid
change acts, appearing as well known
personages. Among the other accomplishments of this traveling come
dian is that of performing sleight of
hand tricks.
The entertainment is
scheduled to start at 8 o'cloak. For
those without tickets 25 cents will be
charged at the door.

It is reported that a large number
of sheep lost their lives in the
Las Conchas neighborhood during the
recent heavy snow. One owner lost
400 from a flock of 850. Reports concerning losses of cattle throughout
the county have not been received
The grand and petit juries for ibe but It is not believed the catlemen
April term of the district court of suffered much damage.
Mora county will be drawn from the
jury wheel in the office of the counAn exploding gasoline stove
last
ty clerk by the district jurge on Sat- night set fire to the residence of Saurday morning at 10 o'clock. This lome Martinez, on the corner of
session of the court In Mora will con Bridge street just north of the coun
vene on the fourth Monday in April. ty court house. The E. Romero Hose
and Fire company
responded. By
Car No. 102 of the Las Vegas Light hard work the firemen
managed to
and Power company jumped the track confline the blaze to the room on the
FIRE IN ARTESIA
at the curve on the west side of the second floor in which it
Artesia, N. M., March 1 The fire
originated.
Plaza at about 8 o'clock last night The East Las
Vegas Are department boys of this place for the third time
and car service on ehe boulevard was was
ready to respond to the alarm recently covered themselves with
suspended for the remainder of the but Its services were not needed. The mud, water and glory
Sunday. At
and car service on the boulevard was
explosion is believed to have been the noon hour fire broke out in the
evening. However, an extra car was caused by the presence of a heating Wagley building,
just north across
put on and service to the Plaza was stove in the room with the
the street from the tSate National
gasoline
maintained.
stove, the escaping gas becoming ig- bank. There was a strong wind and
In the case of Filadelfo Baca and nited. The damage will not be more many thought the boys must lose this
time for once, but it waB not many
others against Anastacio Manzanares than 200, said to be covered by
minutes until they had another
and others for alleged failure to comIt seemed the Are
thought coming.
ply with the terms of a sheep conCUTLER BROTHERS.
came
out of the ground
up
boys
just
tract, which was heard Tuesday by
Fire Insurance.
at the place. There was not a hl'.ch
District Judge D. J. Leahy In his
in the proceedings. The fire caught
chambers on the Plaza, the court has
T.
between the roof and the ceiling, and
F.
his
has
Keaveney
resigned
rendered a decision in favor of the
at one time the entire roof was in a
plaintiffs, allowing judgment in the position as salesman of the American
Tobacco company and has entered the blaze. Two strings of hose were consum of $5,889.
employ of Earickson and Sabin, local nected up and water began the work,
The district court of Union county brokers. Mr. Keaveney will travel and in a short time the boys had the
in the Eighth judicial district will out of Las Vegas for the brokerage best of it. Chief Walden bodily took
convene In Clayton on Monday. Many company. He left this afternoon on a buggy away from a man and made
On his way he met
of the Las Vegas attorneys will go to train No. 10 on a trip in the northern for the pumps.
the buggy
away,
threw
an
Mr.
state.
of
the
auto,
has
in
to
be
attendance part
Keaveney
Clayton Sunday
at this term of court. Attorney W been traveling for the American Tob whisked the auto around, thrw
J. Lucas went to Las Cruces yester acco company for several years in on the driver and said "Drive," and
day afternoon and will go from there New Mexico and southwestern Texas he drove, and in a jiffy the pumns
were working, which made two s .rong
to Clayton Sunday. Judge E. V. Long territory.
streams playing on the building. The
and Attorney O. A. Larrazolo will be
or tiro was soon entirely out, and
Our city will soon be
among the Meadow City lawyers at
this session of the Union county Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend everybody felt like shouting for the
on tne condition our city presents.
court.
boys and the good system they have
It's time to get busy. Remove con- developed hy their weekly practice
and rigid discipline. With such a
flagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
wind, and if they had lost control it
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave. would have been little short of

EGGS
GONE UP

-.

An enjoyable

"Vanity Fair," on account of no
through trains being in until last
night we were unable to have "Van
ity Fair' Wednesday and Thursday,
as advertised. It will postlvely be
sl.owr tonight and Saturday at Photoplay Theater.

Hi

J-H-

Trains are running. ' Vanity Fair"
Do not fail to see this big
feature. Photoplay Theater tonight.
is here.

February was a record breaking
Twenty-month for marriage licenses.
six
"union
were
labels"
durIssued
Mr. ana Mrs. Manuel Gallegos are
the proud parents of a baby boy born ing the month. With the coming of
to them this morning at their home Lent the rush In the marriage market
dropped off abruptly.
on the west side.

O5o
IBo

Fancy Smoked Bloaters, each,

mero nose ana rire company was
lost last night while the company was
at the Martinez fire. The firemen will
be grateful if the implement is

Finch s Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse

--

HANSELL, THE MAGICIAN

By using every possible effort we
Try m dram of Old Taylor bourdon have secured Joe everybody knows
at the Open Bar.
him one of Harvey's best chefs, and WONDERFUL ENTERTAINMENT IS
will furnish the best 25c meal in the
TO BE GIVEN FOR BENEFIT
Waftted Good girl for general city. The clean place White Kitchen.
OF ATHLETES
housework.
Mrs. E. R. Russell, 821
Eleventh street
A crowbar belonging to the E. Ro
The athletic association benefit

Absolutely Boneless, Extra Georges Cod

,

"Vanity Fair" will positively be
shown at Photoplay Theater tonight
and tomorrow.

AT NORMAL TONIGHT

b

Ready to serve

i

& Son,

by machinery-- By its
use the starch is evenly
and thoroughly worked
into the goods and soft,
limpy collars are impossi-

AT FACTORY PRICES. WITH STRAIGHT
CAR LOAD FREIGHT.

ble.
t
This means that your

collar will be retain its
shape and stand up until

soiled.
This is but one of our
AT

many good points.

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

We Always Have

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
A primary of the republican voters
of precinct No. 29, San Miguel county, New Mexico, is hereby called to
meet at the City Hall in- - the City of
Las Vegas at the hour of 8 o'clock
p. m., on Friday, March 1, 1912, for
the purpose of electing eleven (11)

Word was received In Las. Vegas
this morning- of the death of L. H.
Kirlee of Denver. Mrs. Kirlee, wife
of the dead man, was at one time a
resident of Las Vegas. She was Mrs.
James Webb at the time she lived in
the Meadow City. She" has many
here who will be sorry to
friends
delegates to the republican county
convention to be held at Las Vegas. learn of her bereavement. Mr. Kirlee
New Mexico, on Monday, March 4. was a retired business man.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby given to all taxpayers in precinct No. 29 of the County of San Miguel, that I will be in
my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a m., and 5 p.
m., until the 30th day of April, 1912,
to receive returns of all taxable property. THoe failing to do so within
the specjgi
jme will be assessed
by mepordln to section 4.035 of the
compiled laws 6f"1897 and a penalty
of 25 per cent will be imposed on
those who fail to make returns.
M. A. SANC&BZ,
ees6r.
Per C. H. TEMPLE Deputy.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

507

this bank adopts every desirable method of modern
it never loses sight of that essential
qualityi Absolute Safety
1

GOOD THINGS

The

FOR LENT

Science of
Selling

Cream Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Pickled Eels
Clams
Lobster, in tin
Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabs
Bismarck Herring.in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters
Codfish

OF ALL KINDS

ONION

While

.'

interest Paid cn

Time Deposit

If it may be termed a science

Mackerel

i

Capital, r$100, 000 Surplus, and UndividbdIPkofits $35,000

JAS. S. DUNCAN,
Chairman, Precinct Committee.

BULK AND PACKAGE SEEDS

Store

M.

1912.

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

-

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

BOUCHER'S

SETS

PERRY ONION & SON

none Vests

121

P. S. Constant Supply of
Southern Fresh Vegetables

'Iinclude

a means of presenting

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms
S2

must
'

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

COAL AND WOOD

mm

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. W. G OND ON

Subscribe tor

Thm

21

Optic

